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CHAPTER I

INTRODUCTION

The Problem.“"This study is focused upon the selected vrorks of

non-sociologists writing in the field of race relations. It attenpts to

answer the question, "Is there a similarity between the non-sociologists’

explicit and implicit assumptions and statements concerning race rela¬

tions and the scientific race relations theories, conclusions, or

research findings of sooiologistsT" The hypothesis is that non¬

sociologists, vdio lack extensive formal training in race relations, will

exhibit in their writings sophisticated and similar attitudes and assump¬

tions concerning wajoy of the currently accepted theories in the science

of race relations. For this reason, the writer shall compare and contrast

the racial assumptions of the non-sociologists with some of the leading

ones of reputable sociologists*

Review of the Literature*—To the writer’s knowledge, there has

been only one similar study done in this area. That study was conducted

by Tilman C. Cothran vdio examined "the content and range of stereo¬

typed conceptions of sdxite people set forth in fiction by Negro writers*"^
His sample consisted of twelve books written by early and oontenq>orary

Negro writers. He listed in rank order and by frequency the traits that

llilman C. Cothran, "Hhite Stereotypes in Fiction by Negroes,"
Phylon, XI (Third Quarter, 1950), 252*
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•were ascribed to -white characters in his sample of -tirelTe no-7els* His

investigation re-vealed thatt

•white characters are most firequently depicted unfa-vorably;

Negroes possess not only pejorative conceptions of nhi-te
character traits^ but edso they categorize vhi-bes into
’social i^es* which likewise tend to be unfavorable;
and

the xtnfavorable conceptions of whi'to people are in effect
counter-conceptions•^
There have been, however, other investigations in idiich -the method

of content analysis -was employed. Se-veral illustrations of these investi¬

gations may partially re'?eal the nature of some of -the problems in-volved

in this study and in content analysis.

Pierce, who examined 97 histories, 67 books in ci'vio, sociological,

and economic problems, 45 geographies, 109 readers, 10 French textbooks,

and 50 music books, foxind that -bextbooks are usually permeated -with

national or patriotic spirit and that the attitudes engendered toward

other people throu^ a reading of these books must in aiany instances
2

• redoimd to -fcheir ignominy in contrast to the glory of jlmerica."

Pierce concluded -that -the boys and girls of America are guided in the

forming of opinions regarding America and o-ther cotmtries by conscious or

unconscious use of syaibols favorable to a distor-ted view of American vir-
9

-bues and -the less worthy aspects of other countries*^

^Ibid., p, 256.

^B. L. Pierce, Civic Attj-budes in American School Textbooks
(Chicago, 1930), p. 392*

®Ibid.
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Other studies of school textbooks ha-ve tended to confirm Pierce's

results ajid have shown that textbooks in the United States are not pecul¬

iar in oon-roying nationalistic conceptions*^ Ifelworth has provided

striking evidence of the divergent interpretations put upon the same wars

and battles by United States historians and historians of former enemy

states (United Kingdom, Canada, Spain, Mexico, and Germany)*

In general, the historian tends to show, by open statements or

by the selection of facts and emphasis, that the leaders of his own

country have been honorable end the soldiers noble and courageous (defeated,

if at all, only by ovendvelming forces); enemy leaders, on the other hand,
2

are often pictured as treacherous and enea^ soldiers are cowardly*

Millspau^ analyzed the role of different Baltimore newspapers in

idle city's interracial relations by studying the treatment given a Negro

accused of murder, before his trial. He fotmd sharp differences between

the "Trtiite" and "Negro" papers in the propoirbion of statements carried

iriiioh wore "helpful," "destructive," or "neutral" to the defendant's case*

Negro papers were more likely to be "helpful," adiile the white papers

were more likely to be "destructive," for the most part, but sometimes

"neutral*"®

Lazarsfeld, Berelson, a33d Gaudet studied differences in psortisan-

ship among newspapers, magazines, and radio during the 1940 presidential

%* Walworth, School Histories at War (Caaibridge, 1938), p. 294*

^Ibid*, p. 301.

®M. Millspau^, "Trial by Mass Mediat", Public Opinion Quarterly,
XIII (1949), 328-329*
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campaign* They found all three media favoring the Republican side, with

the magazines more strongly partisan than the other two*^
Sussman, hy assuming that radio has an obligation to give a fair

and balanced representation of every major social group, was able to

document charges of bias throu^ a content analysis of about thirty news

programs on the major networks during a presidential caiq)aign. She found

that "labor was presented as being morally wrong five times as often as

it was morally ri^t; on the other hand, it was presented as being strong

just as often as it was presented as being weak*"^
Data and Method.—’The method employed in this investigation

involves the cougarison and contrast of the non-sociologists' asstanptions

and statements with race relations theory. "Race relations theory" is

defined as those conclusions, research findings, assumptions, and infer¬

ences made by reputable sociologists. The tables used in this investi¬

gation involve, or are the result of, the tabulation of the number of

times specific assumptions were mentioned and implied in the works of

the non-sociologists. The more recturrent assumptions are compared and

contrasted with existing race relations theozy*

The systematic study of communication is known as "content

analysis*" This is a relatively new technique vMch has only begun to

develop its concepts and modus operandi* It represents an advance over

^P. F. Lazarsfeld et al.. The People's Choice8 How the Voter
Makes Up His Mind in a Presidential Cam^ign (Hew York, 1944j, p* 251*

^L. A* Sussman, "Labor in the Radio News: An Analysis of Content,"
Journalism Q:uarterly, XXII (1954), 210,
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older and more impressionistic methods of analysis* but there are many

basic problems that remain to be solved*^ Within limits* the technique

is reliable stad informati-re* provided the study is guided by a clear

sense of idiat can be accomplished* In this regard* this study seeks to

obtain reliable information concerning:

(a) !Eh0 extent of treatment - the use of quantitative and

descriptive data with regard to the number of instemoes specific assump¬

tions about race are made by the non-sociologists; and

(b) The nature of treatment - the use of pre-defined categories

devised to reveal the extent of the authors' treatment of race*

Studios employing the content analysis technique generally fall

into three classes: (l) studies of newspaper content, (2) studies of

story content* and (3) studies of textbook content. This study* in a

modified form* is concerned with an analysis of textbook content. It is

essentially what Festinger and Eats^ describe as content analysis used

"to trace the development of scholarship*"^ In this particular case*

content analysis is used to detect trends in the publication of scholarly

emd scientific journals and books. This use of content amlysis involves

a comparison of trends found within these books. This is essentially

vdiat this investigation attempts to do—to oomj^re the trends of thou^t

fo\md within the books of non-sociologists with race relations theory*

^* Jahoda* H* Deutsch* and S. W. Cook* Research Methods in
Social Relations (Hew York* 1951)* p. 644*

^L* Festinger and D. aits* Research Methods in the Behavioral
Sciences (New York* 1953)*

^Ibid** p* 425*
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Bernard Berelson states that • categories should he con¬

structed with the important caution that they are most appropriately

designed in terms of the problem under oonstruotion*"^ There are two

general approaches in a content amlysis to the formulation of categories!

the a priori and a posteriori* The former sets up logical categories in

advance; the latter derives categories from specific material examined

and may require a considerable amoimt of trial and error experimentation*

The a priori analyses that have been used tend to have greater siii5>lioi1:y

and are particularly useful in providing simple statistics for charting

trends and making correlations. The a posteriori analyses tend to pro¬

vide more informative results.

The type of analysis chosen for this investigation is the

priori. The reason for this choice is the general liteness of the

material presented in the non-sociologists’ works and the corresponding

simplicity of methods of presentation. This type of presentation does

not necessitate numerous categories which could conceivably obscure the

findings of the amlysis. The success of this type does not depend

necessarily upon numerous categories and large numbers.

The categories involving analysis of content in this investiga¬

tion are as follows}

1. Avoidance as a Response to Prejudice and Discrimination

Upper-Class Conplaeency among Negroes
Residence in Negro Ghettos

^Bernard Berelson, Content Analysis Cpamunioation (New York,
1952), p. 19.
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2« Aggression as a Response to Prejudice and Discrimination

Indirect Aggression

Inefficiency Among Negro Workers
Displaced Aggression

S. The Functions of Prejudice

Economic Gains and Costs of Prejudice
Sexual Gains of Prejudice
Psychological Gains and Costs of Prejudice

Each time a statement mas made, eaq>lioitly or implicitly, with

reference to any of the categories listed above, the investigator assigned

a value of one (1) beside that category in the non-sociologist’s column

idio made the statement.

The first major categoiy, "Avoidance as a Response to Prejudice

and Discrimination,” considers individuals' atteiqjts to escape some

aspects of discriminatoiy situations and to reduce their painful and dis¬

agreeable impact. Ai individual may make attea^ts to avoid these situa¬

tions pennanently, as would be the case in "passing” or assimilation.

However, this thesis considers only two temporary i^pes of avoidance:

upper-class complacency among Negroes and living in a ghetto composed of

all-minority-group members.

The second major category, "Aggression as a Response to Prejudice

and Discriminaticn,” considers individuals' attenpts to strike back

against prejudice and discrimination. The nature of aggression varies

greatly from person to person and from group to group, much of it uncon¬

scious and unrecognized as hostility; however, this thesis only considers

two forms of indirect aggression: inefficiency among Negro workers and

displaced aggression.
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The third ii»jor category, "The Functions of Prejudice," considers

the effects prejudice has on prejudiced persons and those experiencing

discriminatory situations. This is done in terms of the gains and costs

these persons incur as a result of the existence of prejudice*

In the first major category, it became necessary to combine the

non-sociologists* considerations of "middle-class complacency" and

"upper-class complacency" into one category, "upper-class coa^jlacency*"

The reason for making this combination is that many of the non-sociologists

refer to the Negro society in terms of the existence of only two classes—

the upper and the lower classes* Others, especially when they are com¬

paring the white society with the Negro society, refer to the Negro

society in terms of only the middle and lower classes. In other instances,

the hierarchal arrangement of Negroes is Tiewed in terms of the ediioated

and uneducated, the businessmen and non-businessmen or common laborers,

the leaders and the non-leaders* When such references are made, the

writer assigns a value of one (l) in the author’s column beside ’’upper-

class con^lacency" if the statement of complacency refers to Negro

leaders, businessmen, and educated Negroes* This procedure became neces¬

sary vdien the investigator realized that there is usually no clear dis¬

tinction made by the non-sociologists included in the study in terms of

the existence of three separate classest upper, middle, and lower*

The books selected for this study were chosen after extended dis-

otission with the investigator’s thesis advisor* These discussions became

the basis for the selection of ten books, all written by non-sociologists*
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Listed below are the selected books written by non-sociologists:

Harry S. Ashmore, The Other Side of Jordan

James Baldwin, Nobody Knows Uy Name

Halph and Carl Cregpr, This Is What Tfe Found

John Homrd Griffin, Black Like Ife

Martin Lather King, Jr., Stride Toward Freedom

Glenford E. Mitchell and William H. Peace, Angry Black South

James Peek, Freedom Ride

Dan Wakefield, Revolt in the South

Robert Penn Warren, Segregation, The Inner Conflict in the South

William D. Worboan, The Case for the South

All of these books are written by non-sociologists and concern race

relations. The authors of the first nine books are rather liberal in their
*

consideration of race relations and the problems of the Negro. The last

author on this list, William D. Workman, shows a definite vdiite bias. His

book is written in defense of segregation and attempts to state the average

vdiite Southerner's points of view and sentiments on desegregation and other

related topics•

Some of the reputable sooiologists vdiose research findings and

conclusions are used throughout this thesis are: G. E. Simpson and J. M.

Yinger, John Dollard, Betram Doyle, Charles S. Johnson, Gunnar Myrdal,

Hortense Ponsdermaker, Robert Naciver, and Robert Sutherland*

Anticipated Contribution.—The field of race relations, as a

science, is relatively new and unmistakably controversial. Nevertheless,

it has made lasting contributions to knowledge and to the tmderstanding of
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group relations* The -writer hopes to he able to show that non-sociologists,

■who h&ve no extensive formal training in Idle science of society but -who

are sophisticated and versatile, -will manifest intelligent assumptions in

their -works and that these will be someidiat similar to the research findings

and conclusions of reputable sociologists*



CHAPTER II

AVOIDANCE AS A RESPONSE TO PREJUDICE AND DISCRIMINATION

Since the early 1940*8 urtien Robert L. Sutherland published his

book* Color* Class* and Personality (1942)* and Charles S. Johnson

published his book* Patterns of Negro Segregation (1943)* much atten¬

tion has been given to the use of avoidance as an adjustment technique

employed by the Negro upper class. The adjustment technique is oomtaonly

known as "upper-class complacency"; it is employed in an effort to

avoid prejudice and discrimination. The writer will consider race rela¬

tions theory (the research findings and conclusions of sociologists)

concerning this technique and will cos^re -these -ni-th the statements and

ass\xmptions found in -the selected works of the non-sociologists xmder

consideration.

Negro Upper-Class Complacency.—The most striking difference

be-bieen the sociologists and the non-sociologists in their considerations

of the above question is -that some of the non-sociologists refer to the

problem as "middle-class ooii5)laconoy." Others* of course* agree urith

sociologists in referring -fco it as "upper-class complacency." There seems

to be little agreement among the non-sociologists as to what group of

individuals oosqioses the upper class and what group composes the middle

class. Ne-vertheless* when they refer to this type of class coB5)laoency*

the non-sociologists always have reference to Negro businessmen* leaders*

11
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professionals, and educated Negroes. This is exactly the same group that

sociologists refer to as ’’upper olass.”^ Since the scientists and the

non-scientists are speaking of the same class of people but are using dif¬

ferent terms to describe them—upper class and middle class—the investi¬

gator, for purposes of analysis, shall refer to the problem as ’’upper-

class complacency” inasmuch as this is t^e scientific tern given to it by

sociologists•

It is, however, generally agreed by the group of non-sociologists

under consideration that the Negro upper-class members are attempting to

seal themselves off from contact with the lower-class oiembers of their

group as much as possible. Table 1 shows the rank order and number of

times the non-sociologists considered the theme of upper-class complacency

in their works.

TABLE 1

UPFEIR-CL&SS COMPLACENCY

Authors Frequency

Harry S. Ashmore 9
John H. Griffin 6
James Baldwin 5
Martin L. King, Jr. 5
Dan Wakefield 4
Mtshell and Peace 3
James Peck 3

Ralph Sind Carl Creger 2
Robert P. Warren 1
William D. Worksan 0

Total 38

E. Simpson and J. M. Yinger, Racial and Cultxnral Minorities,
(rev. ed.j New York, 1968), p. 233.
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Table 1 shows that all of the non-sociologists mde statements

concerning the theme of upper-class complacency except William D. Workman.

The nuinber beside an author's name meaxis that author considered upper-

class complacenoy that number of times. For exan^le, airry S. Ashmore

considered upper-class complacency in his book a total of nine times.

All of the non-sociologists considered this theme a total niaaber of

thirty-eight times.

Simpson and Yinger^ and Robert L. Sutherland^ state that upper-

class menibors of a minority group, by moving to suburban areas sind insu¬

lating themselves from the problems and stxoiggles of the lower-class

members, can avoid many of the repercussions of prejudice and discrimina¬

tion. Because their jobs are usually secure, they can afford the more

expensive sub\a'ban homes. Many of them are self-aaployed which means that

they only rarely come in contact with meniberB of the dominant group.

Under such economically secure circiaastancos, these upper-class members

often becOTie complacent and apathetic to race problems and to the problems

of -their lower-class brothers. "Ha-ving achieved a satisfactory adjus-tanent,

they see no x^ason to endanger it by allo-wing themselves to be identified

■with -the minori-fcy as a nhole."®
James Peck, a non-sociologist, agrees that msmbers of the Negro

upper class often shield themsel-ves against -the rest of the Negro popula-

^Ibid.

^Robert L. Sutherland, Color, Class and Personality (Washington,
1942), p. 45.

^Simpson and Yin^r, op. olt.. p. 233.
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tion and become ooi^lacent during tnaes of racial tension* Using Durban.,

North Carolina, as an exan^le. Peck supports his contention as follows:

Out Payette-ville Street, beyond the Negro down¬
town section, is an area of prosperotis Negro homes*
There are a number of such homes since Diurham is a
center for Negro insttrance companies* Residents of
these homes are sealed off from idie humiliations of
segregation* They don’t have to walk on sidewalkless
paToments, ride in the back seats, or stand up in
orerorowded city buses. IheneTner they emerge from
their prosperous homes, they ride in ears* These
people, we were told, had opposed our Journey, as
many prosperous Negroes oppose action which t^eatens
their privilege status*^

Sin5)son and Yinger's statement that upper-class Negroes "are able to

afford well-ordered lives free from contact with the dominant group* * • ,

and free from dependence upon it; * • • they develop a complacency about

’race problems**"^ is in agreement with Peck’s statement quoted above*

Robson did not refer to the topic under consideration as an

upper-class adjustaent, but rather as an adjustment to prejudice and dis¬

crimination made by the well-educated Negro class. If it can be agreed

upon that the well-educated Negro class, in most situations, is the same

as or constitutes the Negro upper-class, then there is no disagreement

in Robson’s analysis of the situation* Agreeing with Simpson and Yinger

and Robert L. Sutherland, he states that this class remains quiet dxuring

times of racial unrest* For the most pairt, the members of this particu¬

lar class do not rush to become leaders of protest movements and inter-

racial organizations; they prefer to remain silent and apathetic*''

^James Peck, Freedom Ride (New York, 1962), pp* 19-20*

^Simpson and Yinger, op* oit*, p, 233*

®C* B* Robson, "The Long Struggle," ^gry Black South, ed. G* E*
Mitchell and W* H. Peace, II (New Ycrk, 1962), p* 8*
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Dan Wakefield, in considering the revolt of Negroes in the South,

states that much of the present leadership comes from students and other

people in the community -vdio have not had a chance to occupy secure posi¬

tions and become con5)lacont in the face of racial tension. Ho says the

following about the Negro middle classt

Naturally, the Southern Negro middle class is
the section of the Negro community most often opposed
to the new protest movements. They have the most to
lose, at least materially. Many of them are in good
standing with the udiites of their town or city, and
fear economic reprisals and the loss of benefits
from subservient cooperation with the iidiite leaders.^

This particular idea is consistent with Simpson and Yinger*s conclusion

that "Having achieved a satisfactory adjustment, they see no reason to

endanger it by allowing themselves to be identified with the minority

group as a whole Upper-class memibers see no reason to become imbued

in race tension.®

Martin Luther King, Jr., analyzed the complacency of the Negro

upper class as having its basis in fear. Throughout Ms book, he made

several attacks on the Negro upper class and urged the menibers of this

class to take an active and responsible role in the fi^t for equality.

He says:

Some of this lack of concern had its basis in
fear. Mai^ of the educated group were enq)lo3red in
vulnerable positions, and a forthright stand in the

^Dsui Wakefield, Revolt in idie South (New York, I960), p. 123.

^Simpson and Yinger, op> cit. , p, 233

Sibid.
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area of racial justice might result in the loss of a
job. So rather than jeopardize their economic secu¬
rity, many steered clear of any move toward altering
the status quo. This, however, was not the "vdiole
story. Too much of the inaction was due to sheer
apathy. Even in areas—such as voting—idiere they
would not really be accused of tampering with the
established order, the educated grovq) had an in¬
difference that for a period appeared incxirable.l

Here again the same idea of upper-class complacency is manifested, but it

is stated in terms of the “educated group." Nevertheless, we have reason

to believe that King is referring to the upper class inasmuch as he speaks

of an educated group employed in vulnerable positions—such as teachers

at Alabama State College in Montgoasery, businessmen, and professionals.

Robert L. Sutherland states that many upper-class Negroes who

grow conqalacent in the face of racial tension often develop serious

guilt feelings in connection with iiieir disregard to the problems of

the group as a whole. These feelings of guilt sometimes lead some upper-

class Negroes to take an active part in protest movements. There are

others, however, who refuse to make this adjustment at the onset. A few

atypical Htembers of this class refuse to become complacent and, as a

result, work for the betterment of the entire group as thou^ their lives

depended upon it. Some of these members are the leaders of such organi¬

zations as the National Association for the Advancement of Colored People,

the Urbsin League, Southern Christian Leadership Conference, and others

which are devoted to the ii^rovemsnt of Negro life in the community.

^Martin L. King, Jr., Stride Toward Freedom (New York, 1958),

2
Robert L. Sutherleind, op. cit., p. 54,

p. 35.
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Wakefield and King, particularly, agree that even though most

meaibers of this class are complacent, there are exceptions* They mention

that, vihen the situation is called to the forefront and every member of

the communily has to take a stand, these upper-class members usually make

their positions liumistakably clear* In the Montgomery boycott, these

individuals became active participants and very often leaders. Wakefield

states that the conservative members of the community, once the sit-ins

were rampant throu^out the South, often gave their support*^ King says*

To be sure, there were always some educated people
who stood in the forefront of the struggle for racial
justice—but they were excepticns* The vast majoriiy
were indifferent and complacent*^
Siinpson and Yinger state that isembers of the Negro upper class

Tiriio attempt to move to subxirban areas to avoid contact with the dominant

group and lower-class members of their ovna group often encounter rigid

barriers in securing adequate housing or finding a nei^borhood that will

admit them to move in* This, they say, is particularly true in the North

where there exist restrictive covenants and neighborhood improvement

agencies that are charged with the task of keeping the nei^borhood void
2

of minority-group members*

In agreement with this idea, Ashmore believes that the Negro

upper-class ineinbers are cmplaoent, for the most part, and atte2q>t to

avoid prejudice and discrimination by moving to subtirban areas. Yet, they

encotmter prejudice in their attempts to avoid it. He says*

^Dan Wakefield, op* cit*, p* 87.

^Martin L. King, op* cit*, p* 56*

^Simpson and Yinger, op* oit*^ p* 233*
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For reasonably well-to-do Negroes as well as the
very poor, housing ranks as the nuniber one problem—
the greatest single source of privation and of
grievance. A Negro still encounters prejudice and
discrimination in every area of every-day living.^

The great, unresolved problem is to make pro¬
vision for the increasing number of Negro families
vdxo have climbed the (social) ladder. ... lixcept
for a hardy few in the hi^er income brackets,
however, they are simply denied the ri^t to resettle
as they see fit.2

The above quotations support Simpson and Yinger’s conclusion that upper-

class members of a minority are ’’able to avoid only some of the prejudice

and discrimination directed apiinst their group by sealing themselves

from contact with the lower class."^ These sociologists believe that it

is impossible for Negroes to avoid all the effects of prejudice and dis¬

crimination by moving to subvirban areas.

Although most of the members of the Negro upper class shiin the

lower-class meanbers of the minority, Simpson and Yinger believe that they

put forth great effort to persuade others to patronize only b-usiness and

professional people from their own group. They state*

Some leaders have developed this into an
ideology of a "separate economy" or a "nation
Tsithin a nation". ... For a small minority,
however, vdio see in it a mode of adjustment,
it has often led to support of segregation. It
is an attempt to derive "advantages from the
disadvantages." Some businessmen have appealed
to "race pride" to reduce or eliminate competi¬
tion with udiite businessmen. . . .^

^Harry S. Ashmore, The Other Side of Jordan (New York, 1960),

^Ibid., p. 111.

^Simpson and Yinger, op. cit., p. 233.

4^Ibid.

p. 107
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Not only has this "separate economy" ideology been analyzed as

perpetuating segregation, it has also been interpreted as giving rise to

the growth of "black nationalism" among Negroes. Sis^ison and Yinger

■write:

This ideology (separate economy), largely
fotind among Negroes in our society, is closely
related to the growth of Negro "nationalism."
Its appeal has not been large for the great
bulk of Negro people*^
James Baldwin agrees with Simpson and Yinger in their considera¬

tion of the "separate economy" ideology expressed by a fe-w Negroes.

Baldwin argues that the "Buy Black" philosophy of the Muslims is probably

the creation of businessmen who have their ovn interests at heart. By

ez^loiting 'the anguish of an oppressed people, such businessmen are able

to sell their commodities to people who are swayed easily by a "separate

economy" philosophy. He says:

They (the advocaters of a separate economy)
are present, for example, at e-very Buy Black
street-comer neeting~m0etings in which the speaker
urges his heeirers to cease trading with white men
and establish a separate economy. Nei'ther ■the
speaker nor his hearers can possibly do this, of
coTU'se, since Negroes do not own General Motors or
RCiL or -the A & P, nor, indeed, do they own more
than a wholly insufficient fraction of anything
else in Harlem (those -who ^ own anything are more
in'berested in their profits than in their fellows)*2

Sii^pson and Yinger contend that Negro politicians have a tendency

to become di-«lded into many factions and do not appear to be overly

J-Ibid.

^James Baldwin, Nobody Baows My Name (New York, 1961), p. 59*
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interested in the advancement of the group as a ijhole.^
In discussing Hegro politicians, upper-class leaders, Ashmore

says that they are not interested in the prohlems of their people, but in

personal results* There is much controversy among them as to the best

•way to handle political situations and gain prestige for themselves. He

uses Adam Clayton Powell as an example of this type of Negro leadership*

He says that -when it comes time to sacrifice and to -fcake an uncoBqjrcmiising

stand for the rights and betterment of all members of the Negro race,

these leaders' cries become faint and unheard*^

Robert Sutherland, a sociologist, says that the automobile has

helped many members of the upper class to a-void prejudice and discrimi¬

nation. With -the automobile, these persons are able to escape harsh

trea'taaents on city buses and other forms of inters'bate and intrastate

transportation. They do not have to -bake a rear seat on a bus or sit

in a segregated dining car when they travel in their own oars. *'To many

sensitive Negroes the coming of the automobile has been a second emanci¬

pation because -through its use they can avoid the most conspicuous forms

of Jim-Crowism on buses, streetcars, and trains."®
The non-sociologist who supported the abo-ve idea about -the Negro

upper class most explicitly was James Peck -sdio statesi "They don't have

to . . . ride in the back seats, or s-tand up in overcrowded ci-ty buses.

Whenever they emerge from their prosperous homes, they ride in cars."^

^Sin?>son and Yinger, op. oit., p. 234.

%arry S. Ashmore, op. oit*, p. 65*
s
Robert Sutherland, op* oit*, p, 54*
4
James Peck, op. oit*, pp* 19-20*
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William D. Workmn, one of the non-sociologists considered in

this investigationj does not consider the Negro upper class to be com¬

placent. Table 1 shows that he did not make references to the theme

of ”Upper-olass Complacency." He lashes out at the Negro upper class

for ha-vlng caused racial unrest in the South and for having disturbed the

peace and harmony that once existed between the races. In his thinking,

this class is everything but apathetic and indifferent; this class pro¬

vides us with the leaders of social moveipients and the National Association

for the Advancement of Colored People, an organization which "... imposes

an almost intolerable bijrden upon Americans who cherish state severeignlqr,

constitutional government, and racial integrity."^ These upper-class

leaders, in his opinion, are eager to have "mixed schools and mixed

bloods."^ Below is a statement idiioh he makes about Negro lawyers and

physicians, individuals we consider to be members. He says:

Negro lawyers are in many communities, Just as
Negro doctors and dentists, undoing the good that had
been accomplished by slow, patient work over the years.
In many a Southern community today, it is well-ni^
impossible to arrange an interracial meeting, no matter
how laudable the object, without risking an upsurge of
bitter accusation and indictment. White people udio
formerly were willing and anxious to lend a helping
hand in private and in public to their Negro nei^bors,
now remain aloof, not only because of the tense atmos¬
phere but because of doubt as to the true intent of
Negroes they fomerly befriended.®
Nine of the non-sociologists agree or substantiate the conclusions

drawn by sociologists concerning upper-class con?)lacenoy as an adjustment

William D. Workman, The Case for the South (New York, I960),

^Ibid., p. 45.

^Ibid., p. 137.

p. vii.
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to prejudice and discrimination. These non-sociologists agree that in

times of racial tension the meiobers of the Negro upper class are com¬

placent and apathetic. Often they move to suburban areas of the oily

in an effort to avoid contact with prejudiced whites and lower-class

Negroes. Since these people are usually businessmen and professionals,

they often enooxurage others of their race to support Idieir enterprises in

an effort to establish a separate economy or in an effort to eliminate

competition with whites*

There was one exception. William D. Workman contends that the

Negro upper class is not complacent j in his opinion, these persons are

responsible for many of the revolts occurring in the South. These

persons have a tendency to create tension between the races; tension which

plagues the South and robs it of the peace and harmony that once existed

between the races*

Coimaunities Composed Only of Minority Group Members.—Much atten¬

tion in recent years has been given to the existence of communities com¬

posed only of minority-group members. There exist, for example, in

Mississippi, Oklahoma, and other states, all-Negro towns. These towns

are viewed as places of escape for Negroes; their chances for coming in

contact with neighboring whites are minimized. More common, however, is

the existence of ^ettos in the North oon^osed of minority-group persons*

Attention in this section of Chapter II is directed primarily to ^ettos

in the North. Ghettos are usually forced upon the minority group by the

prominent whites of a city who attenq)t to confine all members of a

minority in a particular area.^

^Sin5>son and Yinger, op. cit>, p* 233*
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Ei^t erf the non-sociologists mider consideration make statements

about the existence of Hegro ghettos in the North. Table 2 shows the

number of times eaoh author considers the existence of ghettos in the

North.

TABIE 2

THE EXISTENCE OF GHETTOS IN THE NORTH

Authors Frequency

Harry S. Ashmore 23
Janes Baldwin 21
William D. Workman 13

Ralph and Carl Creger 6
John H. Griffin 2
Uitchell and Peace 2
Dan makefield 2
James Peck 1
l&trtin Lather King> Jr. 0
Robert P. Warren 0

Total 70

Table 2 reveals that eight of the ten non-sociologists referred

to the existence of ghettos in the North seventy times. Sometimes this

was included in an author's work to show that segregation exists in the

North as well as in the South. Other times the existence of ghettos

was used to refer to the oonoentration of Negroes in a particular city.

Table 2 and Table 3 are related. Table 3 shows the number of tines eaoh

author referred to the ^etto as a place in vhidti escape from the dominant

group is sou^t. Ghettos in this sense are viewed as an adjtistment to

prejudice and discrimination.
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TABLE 5

GHETTOS AS AN AVOIDANCE RESPONSE TO EREJDDICE AND DISCRIMINATION

Authors Frequency

Harry S. Ashmore 16
James Bsildwin 14
William D. Workman 0

Ralph and Carl Creger 0
John H. Griffin 0
Mitchell and Peace 0
Dan Wakefield 0
James Peck 0
Martin L. King, Jr. 0
Robert P. Iferren 0

Total 30

Table 3 shows that Harry S* Ashmore and James Baldwin were the

only non-sociologists to consider the existence of ^ettos as an avoidance

response.

Ashmore*s work deals primarily with Negroes above the Mason-

Dixon Line and with their problems in the larger cities of the North.

Baldwin's work attaapts to cover a much larger area of Negro life; howeva* ,

he does devote an entire chapter to the conditions in Harlem, probably

the major Negro ^etto in the nation.

Simpson and Yinger state that ^ettos are encoxraged by some

minority-group menibers since they represent isolated sections of a city

partly free from prejudice and discrimination of the whites. Others,

however, learn to dislike them because they are aware that ghettos usually

represent the lowest settlement in the city vdiere the rent is expensive
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and the housing conditions are poor.^ Conmenting on the high rent

Negroes pay to live in Northern ^ettos, Weatherford and Johnson give

good reason why some Negroes dislike living in ^ettos. They say*

The migrants nore charged from 10 to 100 per
cent hi^er rentals than other groups. In New York
City between 1919 and 1927 the Negro rentals in one
area studied increased nearly 100 per cent (from
$21.66 to $41.77)« vhile average ratals increased
dtiring the same period only 10 per cent. In one
of the old areas of Chicago where Negroes had been
living for many years and few in5>rovem«nts had been
made« the rents doubled between 1919 and 1931; and
in sane instances they reached the astonishing extent
of a 250 per cent increase. But these increased
results did not insure better care of the property
on the part of owners and agents.^

Negroes living in ^dettos cannot become totally independent and

completely avoid the harrassment of the white population. Most of the

^etto residents work outside of the area for employers who are members

of the dominant group.® In their trips to the surrounding areas for

pxirposes of shopping or working, Negroes encounter prejudice and dis¬

crimination in the stores and on their jobs. Their landlords are usually

white. Even if a few do not have white employers or landlords, the mere

existence of a ghetto reminds the residents therein that it is a segre¬

gated cramnunity, established to confine them in a particular location.^
James Baldwin does not agree that Negroes welcome Harlem as a

place in wdiich escape from the dominant group is made easier. In his

^Ibid.

Sr. D. Weatherford and C. S. Johnson, Race Relatioias (New York,
1934), p. 344.

®Simpson and Yinger, op. oit.. p, 234.

^Ibid.
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opinion, the ^etto makes escape more difficult. Harlem is hated by e-very

individual living therein, because everybody knows that Harlem exists as

a place established to segregate the Negroes from the whites. Not only

do adults hate ghettos but ”• • • children do not like ghettos. It takes

them nearly no time to discover exactly why they are there."^ Commenting

on the Negroes' attitude about Harlem, he states:

The projects in Harlem are hated. They are hated
aliBOst as much as policemen, and this is saying a great
deal. And they are hated for the same reason: both
reveal, unbearably, the real attitude of the vdiite
world, no matter how masy liberal speeches are made,
no matter how many lofty editorials are written, no
matter how many oivil-ri^ts commissions are set up.^
In this sense, Baldwin disagrees with Siit^son and Tinger who state

that some members of a minoriiy like pottos smd welcome them as a place

in which escape from prejudice is made easier.'' The sociologists do

agree, however, that some individuals are influenced by the fact that

pottos are segregated and that some persons resent them because of their

being segregated. Yet, they do not go so far as to state that all Negroes--

ohildren and adults—hate ghettos. Non-sociologists are inclined to make

all-inolusive and unqualified generalizations about a situationj sociolo¬

gists tend to limit the application of their generalizations.

Baldwin goes further to state that Negroes hate Harlem not only

because they recognize it is a segregated community, but because "One

is victimized, economically, in a thousand ways—for exan5>le, rent, or

car insTurance. Go shopping in Harlem—for anything—and con5)are Harlem

^James Baldwin, op. oit., p. 63.

^Ibid.
Simpson and Yinger, op. oit., p. 234.
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prices and quality with those downtown*"! This contention of Baldwin is

someidiat similar to Weatherford and Johnson's findings* These sociologists

found that Hogroes in New York and Chicago pay from 10 to 100 per cent

more for rent than other groups in these cities*^
Simpson and Yinger state that these communities are used as

receiving posts idiere migrants unadjusted to the city can become adjusted

to the strenuous ways of the city sind become oultxirally assimilated.

^rlem, for exsimple, serves as a receiving post for Negroes migrating from

the South and as a stepping stone for those who have become economioally

successful and socially adjusted and desire to move to ]e ss congested

comiaunities. Using a conclusion drawn by Miller and Park, Simpson and

Yinger state that ^ettos become the "• • • centers for old cultures--

with native-language papers* schools and ohiurohes in the native tongue*

and a general emphasis on the common backgro\md."^ In this sense* they

state* Harlem and other ghettos are hindiranoes to the transition of

minority-group members from the old culture to the new culture. Harlem,

for example* is a hindrance to the transition of Negroes from the rural

South to the tirban North. Because these communities are centers for the

4
old culture* many Individuals refuse to partake of the true urban life.

Although Ashmore describes Harlem as a place void of happiness*

he still contends that many Negroes welcome it since it gives them a

!James Baldwin* op. cit.* p* 62.

^Weatherford and Johnson, op. oit>* p. 344*

^Simpson and Yinger, op. cit. * p. 234*

^Ibid.
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chance to recapture a few comfortable moments of the South, their former

and familiar home. Describing Harlem, he sayst

There are still 'visible signs of the Old Sou-fch,
Incongruous here against the backgrovmd of brownstone-
row houses and old apar-tment buildings marked by the
cracked marble of departed elegsnce. There are still
restaxirants bearing crudely hand-letterdd signs ad-
■vertising •*ohitterling with two ■vegetables, 90
cents

In other words, the Old South is transplanted in Harlem and many Negroes

find it easier to make adj’us'taaent in the metropoli'ban city of New York

vdien they can retain the ways of an old culture. This is essentially the
2

idea s-tated by Sin^son and linger •

Ashmore agrees wl-th the s-batement made by Lester Granger of the

Urban League. He said:

'So long as we ha-ve this continuing flood of
migrants in New York, we would need Harlem and
other subs'tantially segregated neighborhoods as
recei-ving posts if for no other reason. People
want to, and probably need to, stay among their
own kind vdien -they are strangers trying to make a
now life in unfamiliar sxxrroundings.®

Sin^son and Yinger in their consideration of -the ghetto do not go

so far as to s'bate that ”... we need Harlem and other subs'tantially

segregated neighborhoods." They do state, howe-ver, that ghettos ser've

as "stepping stones to the new sooie-by. . •" and afford one an oppor-

tuni'by to become adjusted to the ways of urban life. Sociologists do not

imply that ghettos are indispensable.

%arry S. Ashmore, op. eit., pp. 41-42.

‘'Simpson and Yinger, op> cit.. p. 234*

®Harry S. Ashmore, op. cit., p. 110.
4
Sia^Bon and Yinger, op. cit.. p, 234*
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Agreeing with Si:q>son and Yinger on another point, Ashmore states

that pottos are favored by some as a place in which escape from the

dominant group*s prejudice is made easier. Here minority-group members

can mingle with each other and do not have to worry about coming in

contact, as frequently as they would wore they not segregated, with menibers

of the doBiinant group. This supports an observation made by Simpson and

Yinger vdio state that "The people of Harlem • • • are able to avoid some

of the daily and oven hourly symbols and experiences of ’inferiority.*"^
Disagreeing with Simpson and Yinger, Baldwin states that Harlem

is not looked upon as a place in which one can avoid prejudice and dis¬

crimination. Rather, Harlem is viewed as the mere existence of prejudice

and discrimination. Individuals idio atteapt to avoid prejudice and dis¬

crimination leave Harlem, if they are able, to go to a more respectable

ooasBunity.^
He does agree with Simpson and Yinger on one point. He says that

a few members of the minority group living in Harlem are able to avoid

some of the daily, physical contacts that others encounter. This is

especially true if one works in Harlem. Yet, in his opinion, even these

persons experience prejudice and discrimination in a mental sense inasmuch

as they are able to perceive the existence of Harlem as a segregated com-

BBunity—created and maintained to keep the races separate

^Ibid.

Sjames Baldwin, op. cit., p. 63.

^Ibid., p. 61.
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AshiBore's conclusions in this respect are aore sisilar to those of

Sinqoson and Yinger. He considers tbe ghetto as a place in idiioh remnants

of cm old culture are found* Ghettos are Tiemd as receiving posts for

migrants from the South to the larger urban areas of the North. Some

individuals do look upon pottos as places in idiich escape from the domi-

wuxt group's prejudice is made easier*

The other non-sociologists ndxo considered the problem of Negro

ghettos did not go into them as a question of avoidance. Most of them

merely mentioned the fact that segregation exists in the North in the iray

of ghettos in an attempt to show that the Norths too, has a tremendous Job

of alleviating racial barriers*

Conelusions *—In this chapter we have attempted to ooapare the

assumptions and statements made by non-sociologists with the research

findings and conclusions of sociologists on upper-class co]i^>laoency among

Negroes and ccDzsunities composed only of minority-group members*

In the first section, it was pointed out that the views of the

non-sociologists were scmeidiat similar to the conclusions and findings of

sociologists* Both groups agree that the members of the Negro upper class

atte]iq>t to seal themselves off from the lower-class stembers of their group

and from the prejudice of the dominant group*

In the second section xmder the heading, "Communities Composed

Only of Minority-Group Members," only two noin-sociologists considered

^ettos as a response to prejudice and discrimination* It was pointed

out that Harry S. Ashmore and sociologists agree that some Negroes view

Ghettos as islands partly free from the prejudice of the dominant group*
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James Baldwin, however, helieves that ghettos are not viewed by minority-

group members as places in udiich they can escape prejudice and discrimi¬

nation* Since only two non-sociologists considered this topic and since

both of them were in disagreement with each other, we are someiidxat

hesitant about drawing generalizations. Our findings do not indicate

that sociologists and non-sociologists have sisdlar or dissimilar points

of view on this topic. Our findings merely indicate that one non-

sociologist agrees with sociologists and one does not.



CHAPTER III

THE FUNCTIONS OF PEEJUDICE

Many scholars ha-re a-btejapted to analyze prejudice in terms of the

dominant group’s economic» sexual, and psychological gains and have a-ttempt-

ed to show that prejudice exists and is perpettiated because members of the

dominant group are able to make staggering gains in these areas -when there

exists a first- and second-class citizenry. This section will compare

•views in race relations theory on -the abore topic with the ones expounded

by the group of non-sociologists under consideration. The forms of pre¬

judice are divided into three main di-visions—economic, sexual, and psy¬

chological. The corresponding costs -will be considered for -the first and

third areas.

Economic Gains of Prejudice.—Every non-sociologist under con¬

sideration con-bended that -there hare been economic costa and gains of

prejudice. Nine of the ten non-sociologists contend that prejudice

exists because dominant-group members are able to rack up subs-bantial

gains due to the existence of racial barriers. Table 4 shows -bhe number

of times that each author considered the theme of economic gains and

costs of prejudice.

Table 4 shows that each aubhor made references -bo -bhe economic

gains and costs of prejudice. The to-bal number of references mde by all

the authors is seren-ty-fire. Martin L. King, Jr., referred to the -bheme

32
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above more than any of the other authors; he referred to the economic

g^ins and costs of prejudice nineteen times. Robert P. Warren and

William D. Worlcman made three references to the theme; they referred to

the theifie less than any of the other authors*

TABX£ 4

ECONOMIC GAINS AND COSTS OF PREJUDICE

Authors Frequency

Martin L. King, Jr* 19
James Baldwin 14

Harry S. Ashmore 12

Ralph and Carl Creger 9
John H. Griffin 9
James Feck 8
Mitchell and Peace 6
Dan Wakefield 5
Robert P. Warren 3
William D. Workman 3

Total 75

In most cases> the ehite upper-class and middle-class ehites are
1

the ones who gain econosdcally from prejudice* On this pointy John

Dollard states;

It is quite plain that the most active sources
of antagimism between Negroes and ehites lie between
the middle-class idiites and the Negroes. In promoting
their own interests the vdiite middle class uses any
sseans at hand to figlht competitors; this they do with
whites and Negroes alike, of course, but in the case

^Simpson and Yinger, op* oit*, p* 261
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of Hegroes the caste harrier and various other un-
Amerioan methods of competition can also he used.l

Because middle-class and upper-class udiites own the major businesses and

employ a greater hulk of the workers, they gain in the sense that minority-

group members are usually salaried below the minimum wage law; this means

greater profits. Again, these whites are able to avoid most of the dirty

and undesirable types of work which usually turn out to be monotonous and

manual. Because of the color of their skin, many whites idio are uneduca¬

ted are able to secure jobs that Negro Ph. D’s are unsuccessful in get¬

ting*^
John H. Griffin, a non-sociologist, throughout his hook stated

that the Negro is handicapped economically because the ■vdiites have control

of the best jobs. It is difficult for Negroes to gain en^loyment in the

South. Illustrating this point, Griffin tells of an incident in which

he sou^t employment in Mobile, Alabama. He describes the incident as

followsi

The foreman of one plant in Mobile, a large brute,
allowed me to tell him -vdiat I could do. Then he lootosd
at me in the face and spoke in these words*

"No, you couldn’t get anything like that here."

His voice was not \inkind. It was the dead voice
one often hears. Determined to see if I could not
break in somehow, I said* "But if I could do a better
job, and you paid me less than a white man • . •

"I’ll tell you ... we don’t want you people.
Don’t you understand thatt"

^John Dollard, Caste and Class in a Southern Town (3rd ed.; New
York, 1949), p. 128.

2
Simpson and Yinger, op» oit.
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“I know," I said with real sadness* "You can't
blame a mn for trying at least*"

"Ho use trying down here," he said* "We're
gradually getting you people weeded out fr<ai the
better jobs at this plant* We're taking it slow,
but we're doing it. Pretty soon we'll have it so
the only jobs you can get here are the ones no
white nan would have*"

"How can we live?" I asked hopelessly, careful
not to give the impression I was arguing*

"That's the iihole point," he said, looking ne
square in the eyes, but with some faint syaqjathy,
as Ihoug^ he regretted the need to say idiat
followedi "We're going to do oxir damndest to
dri-re every one of you out of the state*"^
This quoted conversation that Griffin had with a foreman at a

plant in Mobile tends to substantiate John Dollard's and Simpson and

Yinger's conclusions that whites atteiq>t to avoid the heavy manual and
O

monotonous types of work which are considered most undesirable* The

vdiites are able to save the best jobs for themselves and pay the Negroes

less for doing the most undesirable work. The above conversation also

shows that Negroes encounter difficulty in securing jobs, much of this

diffioullgr is duo to the color of their skin* Since idiites are able to

save the best jobs for themselves, this is considered as an economic

gain for them and a loss to Negroes*

Simpson and Yinger state that landlords are able to take ad¬

vantage of minority-group members and to charge their tenants considerably

Ijohn H. Griffin, Black Like Me (New York, 1960), pp* 106-106*

2see John Dollard, op* oit*, and Simpson and Yinger, op* cit*
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hi^er rest because they are nenibers of a minority and because of the

limited opportimities for these persons to rent other homes in other

areasIn another chapter ire considered the finding of Weatherford and

Johnson in idiioh Negroes were charged considerably higher rent than other

groups*^

Harry Ashmore, agreeing with Weatherford and Johnson, and Sijjqjson

and Yinger, takes the position that white landlords make astonishing

profits by renting slum property at a much higher cost than it is really

worth. This is an economic gain to the landlords and a loss to Negroes.

Ashmore says:

With all of this, square foot for square foot,
and in terms of services rendered, the Negro ustially
pays more for housing than any other class of our
citizens. Great profits in slum property are still
possible for a callous investor; that such are still
around is indicated by the tales of calculated ex¬
ploitation that fill the docket of New York City’s
special housing court.3
James Baldwin says: ”Mow I think there is a very good reason idiy

the Negro in this coxmtry has been treated for such a long time in such a

cruel way, and some of the reasons are economic. • • In Baldwin's

opinion, money is the universally accepted symbol of status; the Negro has

been deprived of economic advancement and, as a result, has very little

status. In another chapter we considered Baldwin’s opinion that the

^Simpson and Yinger, op. oit.

^Teatherford and Johnson, op. oit.

®Harry S. Ashmore, op. oit., p. 109.

^Jsunes Baldwin, op. oit., pp. 132-133.
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Negro in Harlem is exploited by his white landlords and the idiite mer-

ohants of the ^etto* In his opinion, the Negro is exploited by paying

high rent, higher prices for the eirtioles he bijys in Harlem, for car

insTurance, and for housing outside the sl\am area. The Negro's lack of

money has affected his status and has caused him to suffer economic

deprivation. This, of course, costs the Negro greatly.

By branding a minority group inferior and inadequate, many labor

unions are successful in keeping these persons from being admitted, there¬

by keeping the beet jobs for themselves and keeping members of a minority

from receiving adeqtiate pay for their work. Many medical and professional

organizations often limit the chances of professional members of a minority

for Tocational and professional training, advancement, and general accept¬

ance in the community.^
Agreeing with 'Utie above statement made by Simpson and linger,

Ashmore states that labor unions have been instrumental in contributing

to the Negro's low economic position. As a result, white labor-union

workers have been able to reduce conpetition with the Negro and to monopo¬

lize certain facets of the labor industry. Ashmore says:

Hill's (Herbert Hill, the NAACP's national labor
secretary) device was to call the roll of virtually
every major union in the country, oraft or industrial,
and cite examples of diserisdnation against Negroes
ranging from absolute bars of Negro apprenticeship,
through Jim Crow Locals, to the failure of even open
unions to give Negroes proper recognition in policy¬
making positions.^

^Simpson and Yinger, op. cit.

%arry S. i^hmore, op. cit., p. 79.
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Ashmore concludes that labor unions are becoming more liberal, and Negroes

are gaining more power in them as a result of their sheer weight of num¬

bers.^

Economic Costs of Pre.iudioe>—There is a paradox in the above

situation. A few members of the dominant group are able to make substan¬

tial gains from the existence of prejudice, but in the long nm the entire

community suffers from it. Ifhen a community or a corporation fails to

hire the best possible manpower, regardless of the color of the applicant's

skin, this is considered to be a loss to that community or corporation.

Fineberg says*

llhen an aviation company turns away excellent
aviators—former fliers of Uncle Sam—because their
skins are the wrong color or they don't worship in
the right church, eind idien the compazQr's officials
put into the pilots' seats men less competent but
with a more correct ancestry, the lives of all
passengers are endangered. ... Who loses idien
should-be clerks are made executives and should-be
executives are turned into delivery boys?^
Robert Ifaciver mentions the economic cost of prejudice -vdaich lies

in the area of housing. Discriminatory limitation on the supply of

housing for Negroes means that owners of the houses have less incentive

to maintain their property in decent condition. These houses will rent

anyway since there is only a limited number of houses available for

Negroes. Deterioration lowers the value of bordering property of white

^Ibid.

^S. A. Fineberg, Punishment Without Crime (New York, 1949), pp.
60-61.
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persons and injures the whole community throu^ the total costs of

slums

Ashmore agrees with Robert Maolver that there are ccaaparable

losses in the maintenance of slums. Slums, maintained at a hi^er cost

to Negroes, may enable the landlord to make great profits, but slums tend

to hinder the development and beauty of a city. Landowners living near

slxim areas suffer inasmuch as their property is depreciated due to its

proximity to such areas. In addition to these costs, the city and state

in which sltams are found pay for the existence of them in the sense of

providing for public health patients. Were better jobs available, along

with better housing conditions, the standard of living for Negroes would

increase. When this happens, the city and state will not be bturdened with

high costs of providing medical care for slum dwellers.^ Slums are not

only economic costs to Negroes; they cost the city and state as well*

Since the Supreme Court's 1954 decision to desegregate the schools

in the South, there has been much tension over the matter of school de¬

segregation. As a consequence, many Northern industries have failed to

move to the South. Simpson and Yinger have this comment to make on the

issue in question:

In 1954, a representative of the Fantus Factory
Locating Service in New York stated that “at least
20 corporation moving projects" on which his firm
was working were being reconsidered in li^t of the
conditions in the South. White employees of these

Robert M. Maciver (ed.). Discrimination and National Welfare,
Institute for Religious and Social Studies (New York, 1949), pp* 21-22.

%arry S. Ashmore, op. cit., pp. 53-54*
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firms do not want to move into an area threatened by
conflict and dissension; furthermore^ Hicre and more
con^anies have Negro personnel to consider.^
Ifartin L, King, Jr.’s analysis of the situation is somewhat

similar to that of Simpson and Yinger. Throu^out Stride Toward Freedom,

King states that the Negro has been exploited economically, politically,

and morally. However, the Negro has not suffered alone; the entire South

has been stricken. King writes;

The region has marvelous possibilities, and once
it oeim© to itself and removed the blight of racial
segregation, it would experience a moral, political,
and economic boom hardly paralleled by any other
section of the country.*

The above statement supports Simpson and finger's conclusion that the
•Z

South has suffered in its attempts to exploit the Negro. Industries,

says King, do not readily move to areas plagued by opposition to desegre¬

gation and tension over race relations.^
On the question of segregated schools, Simpson and Yinger state

that the South pays extra for the duplication of expenditures on "separate

but eqml" facilities. Not only does the South pay more for its separate

facilities, but in the long run it pays for inadequate education and less

efficient services. "It is a case of buying a poorer product with more

money."® In a society like ours, characterized by higja mobility, many

^Sin5)son and Yinger, op. oit., p. 274.

^l&irtin L. King, Jr., op> oit., p. 10.

^Simpson emd Yinger, op. oit.

%artin L. King, Jr., op. oit.

®Simpson sind Yinger, op. cit.
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people live and go to school outside their region of birth; poor schools

in one area vastly affect the life of every other area as well as their

own. since the poorly educated migrate, too. Sin5>son and Yinger write:

Desegregated schools that tried to maintain the
standards set for white children would be more costly.
The standards for Negro children have of cotirse been
very low in many areas and vastly need raising, and
the long-run gains would be extensive.!

Supporting Simpson and Yinger, the Cregers believe that poor

schools for Negroes also cost the nation. These underdeveloped institu¬

tions turn out inadeqxaately prepared students. Segregated schools cost

the South ttwice as much to operate and still produce poorly educated

students. These authors, pleading for racial eqmlity and better schools

for Negroes, state:

If they were able to do -rtiat they did in spite
of the handicaps they endured, how many more mi^t
have been on the list if -tdieir opporttinities had
been equal to those of other Americans I Ciures
might have been discovered for diseases still
incttrable and discoveries made enabling us to
outstrip Russia in the space program.^
John H. Griffin tells how poor schools and no education at all

for Negroes become bxurdens to society as a udiole. He states:

Our schools in the South don’t con5>are to the
white schools, poor as they are. You deprive a man
of educatioml opportunities and he’ll have no
knowledge of the great civilizing influences of art,
history, literature and philosophy.3

^Ibid.

^Ralph and Carl Creger, This Is What We Foxmd (New York, I960),
pp. 17-18.

®John H. Griffin, op. cit., pp. 96-97.
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He goes on to say that uneducated Negroes lowsr the educational standard

of the nation. Flus« Negroes idio are uneducated encounter greater diffi¬

culty in securing employment; when they cannot find employment, they

become the b\irden of the state in the sense that they must be provided

with welfare aid. Therefore, white citizens without their knowledge

oftentimes pay for the Negro's xmea^jloyment.^
A prejudice that has permitted a minority of the dominant whites

in the South to exploit Negro labor is one of the key factors in the

poverty of many of the Tdiite people of the region. Johnson noted that

this situation goes back to the time of slavery in the following manners

The plantation system did not require tidiitos in
az^ large xiumbers, and the lack of industries limited
the growth both of a middle class and of udiite-oollar
workers. The "tarheelers" and the "sand hillers" of
the Carolinas, the "crackers" of Georgia, the "red
necks" of Alabama ... together with others of the
lower Biiddle and lower classes, felt the brunt of the
slave system. Khile the planters lived in the rich
river bottoms, the poorer idiites lived in the hills,
nursing their illusion of a common destiny by virtue
of a common color. The two classes seldom came into
contact idiere dangerous economic contrasts could be
made. The interclass struggle, hatred, and antagonism
of the poorer whites were mitigated by this categori¬
cal segregation and by the consoling rationalization
of the superiority to the black labor that was con¬
trolled by the planters.2

Uany lower-class whites continue to suffer economically from a

system that gets a large share of its labor from a siippressed group. "The

^Ibid., pp. 97-98.

^Charles S. Johnson, Patterns of Negro Segregation (New York,
1945), p. 79.
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adverse effects for the iighole nation are heightened in an economy based

on specialization and the division of labor, inhere the functional inter¬

relatedness makes each individual highly dependent upon others."^
Ralph and Carl Creger, non-sociologists, state that slavery was

first initiated for profit; the slave owners could get a great deal of

work from the slaves without paying them a salary. On this problem they

state t

Most planters believe there was more profit in
working a slave to death in eight to ten years and
then buying another strong replacement than in
working him moderately for twenty years. . . .2

5
Profit was the slaveholder’s motive ....

Supporting a conclusion drawn by Johnson, and Sinqison and Yinger,

the Cregers contend that the poor whites have suffered along with the

Negro. They state;

The businessman could be reasonably sure of
cheap labor so long as the white working man was so
busy keeping the Negro in line that he hardly had
time to consider the benefits of the organization.
If there was any talk of organization, all mana^-
ment had to do was drop a few hints and there was
plenty of Negro labor available at an even cheaper
price

In this section, the non-sociologists and sociologists were in

agreement. Their findings, assumptions, and statements were similar on

the following points concerning the economic gains of prejudice:

lSiii5>son and linger, op. cit., p. 276.

^Ralph and Carl Creger, op. cit., p. 19.

^Ibid., p. 20.

^Ibid.
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(a) Slavery was initiated for profit.

(b) Upper-class and laiddle-olass whites are usually the ones

idio gain economically from prejudice since they own the

major businesses and ea^loy a greater bulk of the workers.

(o) Landlords are able to charge Negro tenants rent hi^er

than other minority groups and to make staggering profits

without improving their property.

(d) Hhite labor-union leaders have been successful in denying

Negroes admission^, thereby saving the best jobs for them¬

selves and naking hi^er wages for their labor.

The statements and assimptions of non-sociologists were similar

to the research findings and conclusions of sociologists on the economic

costs of prejudice. They agree that*

(a) Landlords who allow their property to deteriorate are

somewhat responsible for the depreciation of bordering

property.

(b) Tension in the South has caused many Northern industries

to shy away from the region.

(o) The South pays extra for the duplication of expenditures

on segregated schools. These schools, however, produce

poorly trained students.

(d) A prejudice that has permitted some whites to make

economic gains is a key factor in the poverty of lower-

class whites
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Sexual Gains of Prejudice*—-John Pollard's publication. Caste and

Class in a Southern Town, has directed much attention to the sexual gains

of prejudice. Since the dominant-group men are usmlly the ores to gain

sexually and since the oppressed group usually has little choice in the

matter, our attention ulll be directed to the sexual gains of the ndxites

due to the existence of prejudice and discrimination in America. "Sexual

gain" is defined ast

. . .the fact that the "idiite men, by virtue of
their • • « position, have access to two classes of
■women, those of the udiite and Negro (group). The
same condition is somewhat true of the Negro women,
except •that they are rather the objects of the gain
than the choosers*^

Women of "the white group and Negro men are somewhat restricted to their

own races.

Seven of -the ten non-sociologists tmder consideration made men¬

tion of the sexual gains of prejudice. Table 5 shows the rank order and

frequency of the non-sociologists* reference to the sexual gains of pre¬

judice. Table 5 shows that Martin L. King, Jr., Harry S. Ashmore, and

William D. Workman did not mention the sexual gains of prejudice in their

books. James Bald-win makes the hipest number of references, ten, to

the theme in question.

Martin L. King, Jr. and Harry Ashmore do not consider mixed

sexual relationships in any sense in their books. Workman, however, did

not consider the sexual gains of prejudice, but he did devote a few state¬

ments to the argument for racial integri-fcy. Workman belie-ves that deseg-

^John Dollard, op. oit., p. 135.
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regation -would lead to racial amalgamation and urges -whites and Negroes

to oppose it in an effort to "keep the races pure."^ A few statements

from Workman’s book -vd.11 help to illustrate this point.

The in-bermarriage potential -within a fully inte¬
grated society is something Southerners do not wish
to risk, e-ven if their fears -were subsequently pro-»ed
to be groundless. The chance is too great a one to
take, for if intermarriage on a considerable scale
■were to result, -there could be no effective turning
back by the time the mis-take -were discovered.^

Wi-th or -without -the backing of anthropologists,
he finds complete repugnance in the idea of any
mixing of the races, and that is one of his funda-
men-tal objections to racial in-tegration in the piiblic
schools. There is a fierce pride of race among
Southerners -vdio ha-ve cms by such an Anglo-Saxon
concept ei-ther by heritage or by adoption, and -that
pride counten^ces no adulteration of -the white
family stock.®

TABIE 6

THE SEXUAL GAINS OF PBBJDDICB

Au-thors Frequency

James Bald-win 10
John H. Griffin 6

Ralph and Carl Creger 4
Dan Wakefield 4
Mitchell and Peace 3
Robert P. Warren 2

James Peck 1

Harry S. Ashmore 0
Martin L. King, Jr. 0
William D. Woriman 0

To-tal 30

%illiam D. Workman, op. cit., p. 88.

^Ibid., p. 46.
3
Ibid., p. 212.
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These statements were quoted to show Workman's position on mixed sexual

relationships. He speaks about intermarriage in most cases, but the

general attitude of the book indicates that he is not in favor of the

purely erotic relations nhioh do not necessarily lead to marriage. He

never makes the statement, but it is implied strongly that there have only

been sexual losses, primarily to the tdiite men, in mixed relationships

since these affairs oftentimes produce mixed bloods, an abomimble fact in

Workman's thinking. It is important to note that Workman does not dis¬

agree with the statement made by Sinq)son and Yinger which says that "the

crossing of quite different racial stocks does not result in physical dis¬

harmonies. He merely states that the Southerner "... finds con5)lete
2

repugnance in the idea of any mixing of the races • . . If one views

his statement in this sense. Workman does not contradict the findings of

social scientists, particularly anthropologists.

It is appropriate now to compare some of the assunq>tions made by

the non-sociologists idxo considered the sexual gains of prejudice with

the research findings and conclusions of sociologists. Since many of

the non-sociologists' points of view are similar, it is not necessary to

give attention to each of their positions.

Agreeing with John Dollard, John H. Griffin takes the position

that white men in the South are able to secure Negro women because of

their superior position. If they are eiiq)loyers of Negro women, it is no

^Simpson and Yinger, op. cit., p. 55.

William D. Workman, op. oit«, p, 88*
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trouble to threaten, them into having an affair. In telling of one of his

enoo\mters with uSiite men as he hitchhiked throu^ the South, Griffin

states}

I stared at my black hands, saw the gold wedding
band and mumbled something meaningless, hoping he
would see my reticence. He overrode my feelings and
the conversation grew more salacious. He told me
how all the white men in the region craved colored
girls. He said he hired a lot of them both for
housework and in his business. "And I guarantee
you, I’ve had it in every one of them before they
ever got on the payroll,"!

John Dollard, after extensive research, concluded that "...

Tidiite men, by virtue of their caste position, have access to two classes

of women, those of the white and Hegro castes."2 His conclusion is very

much similar to Griffin’s analysis of the situation. Dollard says that

mixed relations are prevalent in Southerntownj Griffin says that "Mongre-

lization is already a widespread reality in the South—it has been

exclusively the white man's contribution to the Southern Tfay of Life."®

Negro men and white women are limited, for the most part, to their own

races in sexual choices.

The total effects of mixed sexual relations are not felt in

the immediate sexual contact. Sexual contacts between dominant-group men

and minority-group women influence the nature of the relationships between

the dominant men and women and -idie family patterns of the majority and

!john H. Griffin, op. cit., p. 108.

2john Dollard, op. cit., p. 135.

®John H. Griffin, op. cit., p. 109
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minority groups. Men and ■women yAio defy racial barriers and participate

in mixed sexual relations often encounter gra-tre feelings of guilt and

frustration. The men of the oppressed group encounter feelings of

inadequacy, persecution, and many other frustrations directly related to

■tiie dual morality code*^ Again, mixed offsprings can be a so\arce of

tension be-tween the husband and ■wife of a Negro family. On this question,

Dollard says:

The presence of a very li^t child in a Negro
family is, as would be suspected, a constant possible
soTjroe of discontent since it opens the way to the
suspicion that this child has been fathered by a
■white man. Lightness in children, ■though seeming
to bo desired, can be a disad^mn^tage from this stand¬
point. 2
In “Southerntown,” Dollafd found that this practice ■was more ■wide¬

spread Etmong white men of middle-class sta'tus. Ne^ver^theless, he s^tates:

“This gain probably accrues to lower-class as ■well as to middle-class

Tdiite men, althou^ in Southernto^wn itself the main ■white group is of
5

middle-class sta^buB.“

Sin^son and Yinger s^ba^be that mixed sexual relationships are

declining as race consciousness grows. Dollard is not sure that this is

true. He says ■that “It is probably time that acts of interooiirse result

in fe^wer children ■than in former days and that ■the bulk of sexual relation¬

ships does not produce children."^ But, one oamot be sure that sexual

^Simpson and Yinger, op. oit., p. 262.

2John Dollard, op. oit., p. 162.

^Ibid.

^Ibid., p. 141,
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relationships are fewer since no one is willing ", . .to make a census

on the matter.”^ Of course, it must he rememibered that Dollard speaks

only for Southemtown; also, his views were published much earlier than

the views of Siiq)son smd Yinger.

Dan Wakefield takes the position that whites make violent attempts

to preserve the status quo of segregation "... because the -vdiole area of

sexual guilt and fear is, and has always been, a potent and primary

factor • • . White men have exploited the Negro women sexually and

are afraid that Negro men will make reprisals once they are in power.

Simpson and Yinger state that many of the norths created by udiite men

about Negro males are the result of their fear that Negro males and

white females will engage in sexual relations as has been the case with

lAitte males and Negro females. There seems to be agreement between the

sociologists and Wakefield.

James Baldwin observed, ”The Northern Negro in the South sees,

•whatever he or anyone else may wish to belie-ve, that his ancestors are

both ■white and black. The udiite men, flesh of his flesh, hate him for

that very reason."® In Bald-win’s opinion, racial conflict and hatred

in the South are due to -the ihi-be man's exploitation of the Negro woman.

Baldwin reports this conversation with -two Southern Negroes*

"Integration," said a very li^t Negro to me in
Alabama, "has al-ways •worked very •well in the South,

^Ibid.

^an Wakefield, Revolt in the South (New York, 1960), p. 96,

®James Baldwin, op. cit., p, 112.
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after the sun goes donm.” ''It’s not miscegenation,”
said another Negro to me, ’’unless a black man is
involved.”!

John Dollard observed that in Southerntown much of the tension

between the races was due to the sexual relations among 'wdiite men and

Negro women. Negroes often showed signs of resentment to the white men’s

appearance in Negro neighborhoods after dark. On this point, Dollard

states that:

... some years ago the tension between the
races increased in Southerntown; idiite men were
coming with a growing frequency into the Negro
district to prostitutes and other women. The
Negro men became more and more indignant and
finally detenndned on action.*^

This statement by Dollard seems to justify Baldwin’s conclusion that

racial conflict and hatred in the South are, in some respects, due to the

white man’s exploitation of the Negro woman.

Baldwin, along Tidth the other six non-sociologists udio considered

the topic Tmder discussion, agrees with Simpson and Yinger that udiite men

of the South are guilt-ridden. He says: ’’Perhaps the master who had

coupled with his slave saw his guilt in his wife’s pale eyes in the

morning. And the wife saw his children in the slave quarters. . .

The non-sociologists who considered the sexual gains of prejudice

tended to support race relations theory on this issue. It is well to bear

in mind that race relations theory, in our case, has reference to the

research findings, conclusions and asstonptions of reputable sociologists.

^Ibid., p. 115.

2John Dollard, op. oit., p. 155.

James Baldwin, op. cit., p. 109
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Griffin, Baldsrin, Wakefield, Mitchell and Peace, Warren, and

Peck beliere that most of the mixed sexual contact has been between the

men of the majority -with the women of the minority groups* This is a

research finding of John Dollsu'd, a reputable sociologist* All seven of

the non-sociologists who have given consideration to this question

believe that certain guilt feelings and frustrations develop as a result

of individtials* breaking or crossing racial barriers. This supports the

contentions and conclusions of Simpson and Yinger and the research findings

of John Dollard*

The Psychological Gains and Costs of Prejudice*—The psychological

gains of prejudice are defined as the dominant-group members’ feeling or

belief that they are not just average members of society but are to some

degree special end important* This is acoon^lished by believing that

they are superior and by deluding Negroes into believing that they are

inferior* Coupled with this has been the whites’ insistence, and Negroes’

too, to a certain extent, that minority-group members should exhibit

deferential forms of behavior in the presence of whites*^
There are, however, concomitant losses or personality costs of

prejudice. ”Seldom are the gains achieved without cost to the individual

and to the group."^ It is the opinion of Simpson and Yinger that the

losses far outwei^ the gains in terms of the values of the prejudiced

persons themselves. In a complex society where all members are dependent

lAllison Davis et al.. Deep South (Chicago, 1941), pp, 22-24*

Simpson and Yinger, op* cit*, p* 265*
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upon each other, it is impossible for a dominant group to inflict penalties

on minority groups without being penalized itself.^
All ten of the non-sociologists under consideration made mention

of the psychological gains of prejudice. Table 6 shows the rank order

and frequency of the non-sociologists* references to the theme of psy¬

chological gains and costs of prejudice*

TABLE 6

THE PSYCBDIDGICAL GAINS AND IDSSES OF PREJUDICE

Authors Frequency

William D, Workman 14
John H. Griffin IS
James Baldwin 8

Ralph and Carl Creger 6
Dan Wakefield 6
James Peck 4
Martin L. King, Jr. 3

Harry S. Ashmore 2
Mitchell and Peace 2
Robert P. Warren 1

Total 59

Bach author considered the problem of psychological gains and

losses of prejudice*

The Psychological Gains of Prejudice.—Betram Doyle feels that the

psychological gains of prejudice have their roots in slavery. The slave

llbid
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mastar created for the Negro an image of himself and the Negro. The

slave being oppressed had no other choice except to accommodate the

master in following the prescribed rules of etiquette. While the slave

was taught that the whites were superior^ he was also tau^t to .

look upon himself as a ’nigger.* The word, it seems, conveyed a notion

of low status.**^ For reasons of stirvival, the slave usiially showed him¬

self to be ’’inferior" in his master's eyesight; often he thou^t of him-

self as being inferior~but this was not always the case. Doyle says,

"Negroes, then, tended to accept the status of subordinates, to adapt

theioselvos to it, and to support the adaptation with the appropriate

attitudes and sentiments."3

Siiiq>son and Yinger state that the white man’s desire for prestige

is common. They state;

If a idiole group of fellow hianan beings can be
kept in an inferior position and especially if they
oan be made to give daily signs of deference and
humility—and if I can persuade myself by a system
of beliefs that they are really inferior—I can
get a comforting feeling of prestige that my own
individual achievements Blight not oommand.^

In contrasting the prestige gain in the North with the gain in

the South, Dollard states that Northerners are able to secure a prestige

^Betram Doyle, The Etiquette of Race Relations in the South
(Chicago, 1937), p. 71.

Franklin Frasier, The Negro Ftunily in the United States (New
York, 1949), p. 38.

®Betram Doyle, op. eit., p. 73.

^ir^son and Yinger, op. oit., p. 263.
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position because they are oldj learned, or have money. In the South,

this does not have to be the case. The idiite man in the South has

prestige 8inq[>ly because he is idiite.^ Dcllard says:

The gain here is very sis^le. It consists in
the fact that a member of the -white caste has an

automatic ri^t to demand forms of behavior from
Negroes which serve to increase his own self¬
esteem. To put it another eay, it consists of an
illtimination of the image of the self, an expansi-ve
feeling of being something special and -valuable.^
Dollard offers -trwo possible motives for the Negro’s submissive

behavior. One possible motive is -that the repressed an-bagonism of the

Negro is replaced and concealed by servile behavior. "A second motive

will probably be that of identification with the socially powerful idiite

man, accompanied by idealization, pride in the vdiite man, permissiveness,

aund a -wish to serve him."® This second motive usually leads the Negro

to desire to be like -the vdiite man.

Dollard states that it must be rratembered that such beha-vior is

demanded of the Negro, sometimes by force. "Negroes tiho do not exhibit it

are ’getting out of their place,’ are ’uppity,’ are ’getting above them-
4

selves,’ and there is a -any of dealing -with them."

The do&and for submission and adulation from Negroes may have its

roots in the white man’s passion for dominating others and having them

^John Dollsird, op. cit., p. 174.

^Ibid.

®Ibid., p. 175.

^Ibid.
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behave in a desired manner. Agreeing with Simpson and Yinger, Dollard

says that this passion is "common” and "human.

Some submissive responses of Negroes to idiites* as given by

Dollard, are* the use of "Jlr." as a white man*s mark and the omission

of it in speaking to Negroes; the lifting of hats by Negro men when

whites pass; the continual flow of agreement by the Negro while a white

man is talking, such as "Yes, boss," "Sho nuff," "Well, I declare," and
2

the like. Dollard says*

Here is the sort of submissive response that white
men like: A white man speaks to a Negro, "How are you,
SamT" Sam: "Oh, pretty good for an old nigger." In
this case the Negro takes toward himself the derogatoiy
attitude of the white man, calls himself by the name
"nigger" which has so much negative affect for
Negroes.®

Considering the psychological gains the white man has received

because of the existence of prejudice, James Baldwin says that the white

man needs the Negro in the sense that the Negro can be used as a yard¬

stick. The white man has deemed himself superior, the Negro inferior;

and has done all within his powrer to see that the Negro accepts his

position and "stays in his place."

Baldwin says*

In a way the Negro tells us where the bottom is*
because he is there, and where he is, beneath us, we
know where the limits are and how far we must not
fall. We must not fall beneath him. We must never
allow ourselves to fall that low, and I am not trying

^Ibid.

^Ibid., pp. 179-180.

^Ibid., p. 179.
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to be oyjiical or sardonic. I think if one examines
the nyths ahioh have proliferated in this country
conoeming the Negro« one discovers beneath these
myths a kind of sleeping terror of some condition
whioh ire refuse to imagine.^
F. Henderson Moore's article^ "School Desegregation^" vhioh

appears in Angry Black Souths states that the idiite man has been so

successful in promulgating the myth of his superiority that some Negroes

today believe that the idiite man is superior. This means that the irhite

man has been successful in creating for himself a prestige position in

society^ a psychological gain. Moore statest

Still remaining uith many Negro people is a
belief in the supremacy of the idiite man. This
causes alarm and serious concern on the part of
Negro leaders. The brainwashing of Negro slaves
by the early slavemasters is reflected in the
attitude of some Negroes long after the abolition
of slavery. There are Negroes who feel that the
white man has done them a great favor« and for _

this they should always walk htambly in his si^t.

Worlonan, on the other hand« says that it is no myth that the white

man is superior; it is the truth. He speaks as thou^ the white man's

superiority and the Negro's inferiority are inherited and irrevocable.

Because both races understand this, "ihite men and black men ... have

lived together in peaceful co-existence in the South for a long time, and

can continue to do so ... Prejudice and discrimination in Workman's

opinion are not a prejudgnent or a denial of ri^ts and opportunities for

^James Baldwin, op» cit., p. 133.

Henderson Moore, "School Desegregation," Angry Black South,
ed, G. E. Mitchell and W. Peace, III (New York, 1968), p. 59.

^William D. Workman, op. cit., p. viii.
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Negroes. These are looked upon as a recognition of the fact that Negroes

are innately inferior. The 'wiiite mem is prejudiced^ he says^ but only to

the extent that he recognizes that the Negro ”• . • cannot possibly be

equal to the -white man.''^ Workman makes the folloiring statement:

. . .and I will say in addition to this that
there is a pl^sical difference between the -white and
black races which, I belie-ve, will foreTer forbid
the two races li-ving toge-ther on terms of social and
political equality, ^d inasmuch as -they cannot so
li-ve, while they do remain together there must be
-the position of superior and inferior, and I as much
as any other man am in favor of having -the superior
position assigned to the -white race.^

Workman, a ihite Southerner, has come to believe in the superiority of

the -white man and in -the inferiority of -the Negro—definitely a psychologi¬

cal gain on the part of -the white man.

The Psychological Costs of Prejudice.—Simpson and Yinger define

prejudice as a ''categorical prejudgment of an individual because he is

classified as a member of a particular group."® Prejudice, they say, is

not based upon facts but upon a judgment before the facts are presented.

Individuals who are prejudiced tend to lose contact with reali-ty inasmuch

as they at-teaqpt -to know and judge without the proper e-vidence being pre¬

sented. In the opinion of Sis^son and Yinger, whites pay a cost of

ignorance:

One of -the inevi-table effects of such judgment-
before--bho-fact applying to a greater or less degree.

^Ibid., p. 27.

^Ibid., p. 45.

Simpson and Yinger, op. oit. , p. 263.
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is a loss of contact -with reality* Rationality is
held in hi^ esteem in our society. It is contra¬
dicted by prejudice, idxich furnishes a greatly
oversimplified or oompletely inaccurate "explana¬
tion" of one's difficulties and often also a

program of action that is supposed to solve them.
Because it is blind to the real causes, this
program of action is unable to effect a real
cure.l

On the same point, T. C. Cothran states that "... vhen two

racial groups are in superordinate and subordinate positions and are at

the same time oriented toward the same goals such as are implicit in the

'American Creed,' each group tends to develop and hold unfavorable stereo¬

typed conceptions of the other.These unfavorable stereotyped concep¬

tions are usually misconceptions in the sense that they do not portray

reality. Stereotypes are inaccurate, oversimplified "e:q)lanations" of

a particular group or its characteristics. Members of racial groups aho

hold these conceptions incur grave psychological costs in the sense that

they are deluding themselves and are erroneously categorizing others.

Sunnar 15yrdal also gives consideration to the cost of prejudice.

He refers to the whites' lack of information and abundance of misin¬

formation about Negroes as followst

It thus happens that not only the man in the
street, but also the professional man, shows
ignorance in his own field. One meets physicians
idio hold absxnrd ideas about the anatomical charac¬
teristics of the Negro people or about the fre¬
quency of disease among the Negroes in their own

J-Ibid.

2t. C* Cothran, op. cit., p. 252
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oonmunl'i^} educators who have succeeded in keeping
Tdxolly unaware of the results of modem intelligence
researohj lai^rs who belie-ro that practically all
the lynohings are caused by rape • • • •

The ignorance about tdie Hegro Is the more
striking as the Southenmr is himself convinced
that he "kaows” the Negro« while the Yankee is
supposedly ignorant on the subject • • • • In
fact, the average Southerner "knows* the Negro
and the interracial problem as the patient "knows"
the toothache—in the sense that he feels a con¬

cern—not as the diagnosing dentist knows his own
patient’s trouble • • • •

The ignorance about the Negro is not, it must
be stressed, just a random lack of interest and
knowledge. It is a tense and highstrung restrict
and distortion of knowledge, and it indicates
much deeper dislocations within the minds of the
Southern idiites • • • •

The stereotypes are ideological fragments
which have been coined and sanctioned. Th^ are
abstract and unqualified, as popular thinking and
popular belief tend to be. They express a belief
that "all niggers" are thus and so* But, in
addition, they are loaded with pretention to deep
insight*!

Hortense Powdei*makBr states that the meek and unaggressive or

deference behavior of Negroes is not lacking in hostility. This type of
2

behavior was forced upon the Negro by circumstance sind tau^t by culture*

Simpson and Ylnger add that because the Negro has been forced to resort

to deference behavior—but has not fully accepted—the white man has

often been led to believe that he knows the Negro* In their opinion.

^Gunnar Ifyrdal, An Amerioain Dilemma (New York, 1944), pp. 40-42*

^Hoirbense Powdermaker, "The Challenging of Negro A.ggresBion by
the Cxiltural Process," American Jottrnal of Sociology, VII (ifciy, 1945),
750-758*
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this is a psychological cost to the iriiite man inasmuch as he is ignorant

of the Negro and is not airare of it«^
The cost of moral ambivalence is another personality consequence

of prejudice. It has reference to the development of muttially contra¬

dictory views of life which cause one to be at odds with himself.^
The democratic eind Christian ideologies teach that men are

created equal while the Southerners have divided the races into "superior"

and "inferior" categories. The Southern ideology is not consistent with

the democratic and Christian ideologies* yet Southerners cling to both.

This produces frustration. SiBq>son and Yinger say:

What are the effects on the white child of being
tau^t a democratic and Christian ideology and then
also being taught, by words and actions, the contrary
ideology of intergroup prejudice? The prejudice
encourages him to displace his hostilities onto
members of the socially desigpated "inferior" groups,
but his democratic and Christian training prevents
him from being quite sure of himself. There is a
burden of guilt idxich will not, for the most part,
be consciously recognized but will be projected
onto the minority group, with further feelings of
hostility, more aggression, and intensified feelings
of guilt.5
In ICyrdal's opinion, moral aidiivalence is the most important

factor in race relations in the United States. He writes as follows:

Thou^ our study includes economic, social,
and political race relations, at bottom of our
problem is the moral dilemma of the American—

^Simpson and Yinger, op. cit., p. E40,

^Tbid., p. 266.

®Ibid.
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the conflict betiieen his moral valuations on various
levels of consciousness and generality. The "Ameri¬
can Dilemma^" referred to in the title of this book«
is the ever-raging conflict betweenf on the one hand,
the valimtions preserved on the general plane -which
-we shall call the "American Creed," idiere -the Ameri¬
can thinks, -balks, and acts under -the influence of
higjh national and Christian precepts, and on the
other hand, the valuations on specific planes of
indi-vidual and group li-ving, vhere personal and
local interests; economic, social, and s«cual
jealousies; considerations of community prestige
and conformity; group prejudice a^inst particular
persons or types of people; and all sorts of
miscellaneous -wants, impulses, and habits domina-te
his outlook*^

A non-sociologist, John H. Griffin encotmtered many -udiites in his

tra-vels -throu^out the South. He says that maiy of them think of them¬

selves as being superior to Negroes*^ Because a Hegro in -the presence of

a -idii-be man is -bhou^t to be unfit and inferior, many of -them asked

Griffin foolish and strange questions about Negroes and their sexual

relationships, questions -which they would not dare ask in the presence

of other -whi-tes. He saysi

All showed morbid ciu*ioslty about the sexual
life of the Negro, and all had, at base, the same
stereotyped image of the Negro as an inexhaustible
sex-machine with o-verslzed genitals and a -vast
store of experiences, immensely -varied.®

Due to the lack of communication and contact be-tween the races, Negroes

and -whites grow up ignorant of each other. Griffin concludes*

The Negro does not unders-band -the whi-tes any
more -than -the whi-tes unders-tand the Negro. I -was

^Gunnar Ifyrdal, op. oit., p. xliii.

2john H. Griffin, op. oit., p. 65.

®Ibid., p. 91.
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dismayed to see the extent to iihich this you^lh
exaggerated—how could he do otherwiset—the
feelings of the ■ahites toward Segroes* • He
thougjit they all hated him.l
Griffin states that this lack of communication and contact between

the races not only causes the races to become ignorant of each other, but

has given rise to racism among Negroes. This he calls, . a sense¬

less tragedy of ignorant against ignorant, injustice answering injustice—

a holocaust that will drag down the innocent Eind right-thinking masses of

human beings."^ Sin^son and linger arrived at basically the san® con¬

clusion. After observing segregated communities, characterized by a lack

of contact between the races, they concluded that these communities have

a decided tendency to develop a spirit of ultranationalism. Individuals

living within such communities have a tendency to promulgate ideas of

racial superiority.^ This conclusion, however, was also considered in

another chapter.

On the point of lack of communication and understanding between

the races, Warren comments on how ignorant the races are of each other.

In one of his conversations, he discovered that an Episcopal rector had

been informed by his bishop that the skull of the Negro was limited in

capacity. Warren writes*

I ask the Episcopal rector, in the Deep South,
a large handsome man, almost the twin of my friend
sitting in the fine office overlooking the rich
city. He has just told me that when he first came

3-Ibid., p. 175.

^Ibid., p. 176.

^Sin^son and Yinger, op. cit«, p. 234.
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down from the North, a generation hack, his bishop
had explained it all to him, how the Negroes* skull
capacity was limited. But as he said, brain power
isn’t e-vorything . . •

The Cregers point out some of the contradictions and inconsist¬

encies in the white man’s thinking. These contradictions and inconsist¬

encies are considered as psychological losses to the iriiite personality

in the sense that the indiridual adheres to two opposing philosophies.

Pointing out some of the inconsistencies of whites, these non¬

sociologists state*

Ifo have sometimes tried to justify our actions
on tide assumption that certain races are inferior
to others. It has never been proved that any races
sire inherently inferior or superior.

We criticize the Negro for being inferior, but
we save our bitterest criticism for those Negroes
obviously not inferior , , , ,2
Martin L. King agrees with Simpson and Yinger -vdio state that incon¬

sistencies in the thinking and beliefs of whites often lead to their frus¬

tration, a psychological cost in ovir thinking. Zing says that white

Americans, thinking themselves superior, have adhered to contradictory

philosophies concerning the question of race. They profess to the teaching

of democracy and practice the very antithesis of democracy. King describes

the situation as follows*

Indeed, segregation and discrimination are
strange paradoxes in a nation founded on the

1r. P. Warren, Segregation, The Inner Conflict in the South (New
York, 1956), p, 50,

^Ralph amd Carl Creger, op, cit., pp, 31-32
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principle tbat all laen are created equal. This
contradiction has disturbed the conaoiences of
whites both North and South, eind has caused many
of them to see that segregation is basically
evil.l

King belie-ves that these contradictory philosophies give rise to frus¬

tration and tension vri-thin the whites. Beoause they cling to inconsistent

philosophies, whites are constantly at odds with themselves.^
The non-sociologists agree that the white man has received defer¬

ence or psychological gains from the existence of prejudice. The vrhite

man has created a status position for himself and has denied the Negro

the same. Because he belongs to a prestige group, the white man has been

able to demand the reverence of the Negro. This, in essence, confirms or

is in agreeiaent with the research findings, conclusions, assmptions of

sociologists Simpson and Yinger, Guxmar Myrdal, Betram Doyle, and John

Dollard. These sociologists state that the idiite man has been successful

in carving out for himself a prestige position. Beoause he is vdiite and

has promulgated the idea of his superiority, he is able to look upon the

Negro as being inferior and himself as superior.

The same holds tmie for the psychological losses of prejudice.

Both groups, the sociologists and the non-sociologists, agree that there

have been psychological costs of prejudice. Due to the lack of communi¬

cation between the races, there has developed ignorance of both races of

each other. By clinging to inconsistent philosophies, the white Americans

ixave experienced frustration and have been at odds with themselves.

llfcirtin L. King, Jr., op. cit., pp. 190-191.

^Ibid.
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Conclusions»—-This chapter considered the economic costs and

gains, the sexxial ^ins, and the psychological costs and gains of preju¬

dice.

In the first section of this chapter, ure found that all the non-

sociologists agreed with sociologists that there have been definite

eoonomie costs and gains of prejudice.

nine of the non-sociologists agree with sociologists that there

have been sexual gains of prejudice, largely in the favor of upper-and

middle-class udiite men. Workman was the only non-sociologist to imply

that mixed sexual relationships were costs to all whites udio cherish

racial integrity.

Because the udaites have created a myth of their superiority idiich

both whites and Negroes have been encouraged, if not forced, to believe

was true, they enjoy a prestige or psychological gain of prejudice.

Ignorance of the Negro and moral ambivalence are viewed by sociologists

and non-sociologists as personality costs of prejudice.

In this chapter there was, for the most part, strong agreement

between sociologists and non-sociologists. Only in one case was there

disagreement. Workman, contradicting the udiite males' sexual gains of

prejudice, shows a definite white bias. It must be remembered, though,

that Workman is writing in defense of segregation and atte]q>ts to present

the views of the average idiite Southerner.



CHAPTER IV

INDIRECT AGCRESSION AS A RESPONSE TO PREJUDICE AND DISCRIMINATION

This chapter attempts to compare the assxjmptions of non-

sociologists with the research findings and conclusions of sociologists

on two forms of indirect aggression. The two forms of indirect aggression

that will be considered are “inefficiency among Negro workers" and “dis¬

placed aggression." Indirect aggression, in this case, is viewed as a

response or an adjustment to prejudice and discrimination. Indirect

aggression is viewed in terms of (l) the individual's use of rather

subtle and covert means of striking back against prejudice and discrimi¬

nation, and (2) his attacks on substitute targets.

In the first case, indirect aggression is seen in the case of

Negroes working slowly or awkwardly on a job so as to lower the rate of

production. In the second case, it may be viewed as displaced aggression

in the sense that the aggressor does not attack the source of his frustra¬

tion; he attacks a scapegoat, a less powerful and more defenseless substi¬

tute. A Negro man, for instance, enraged with his iidiite employer, may

attack another Negro man or his own wife or children in an effort to

relieve his feelings of hostility and thus reduce the tension. In this

case a substitute object is attacked; the source of his difficulty is

not attacked.

67
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All of the non-sooiologists lander consideration made references

to« or inferences and assxm^tions about, indirect aggression as a response

to prejudice and discrimination. Table 7 show's the rank order and number

of times each non-sociologist considered the question or theme of indirect

aggression as a response or adjus'tment to prejudice and discrimination.

tabes 7

IHDIHECT AGGRESSION

Authors Frequency

James Baldwin 12
John H. Griffin 6
William D. Workman 6

Harry S. Ashmore 5
Uitchell and Peace S

Ralph and Carl Creger 4
Meurtin L. King, Jr. 4
Dan Wakefield 4
James Peck 1
Robert P. Warren 1

Total 48

James Baldwin gave more consideration to the problem of indirect

aggression as a response to prejudice and discrimination than any of the

other non-sooiologists. Baldwin considered the problem -tirel-ve times,

which is -twice as much as the next two -writers, John H. Griffin and

William D. Workman, lAio considered the problem six times.

It should be kept in mind that this table shows the nmber of

times -these non-sociologists considered both forms of indirect aggression,

••inefficienoy among Negro workers" and "displaced aggression." The

reason for combining these two is that these forms of indirect aggression
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are very similar; so much so that several of the non-sooiologists confused

or fused the two. For instance, Balph and Carl Creger state: "It is no

wonder that the Negro appears shiftless and lazy. This is his way of

showing his hostility. He oannot attack his powerful oppressors~not

directly—hut he can be, and often is, successful in displacing or

redirecting his hostility on to a substitute target—his employer's time

and looney."^ This statement combines the two forms of indirect aggression

under consideration; and it is difficult, if not in^ossible, to separate

the two in many of the non-sociologists* work.

Inefficiency Among Negro Workers.—This form of aggression can be

used by even the most powerless member of an oppressed group. Many

Negroes, who are afraid of being threatened by economic reprisals, imprison¬

ment, and possibly the loss of their lives, become aggressive in the sense

that they work slowly and awkwardly, or leave a job entirely if the treat-
2

ment is too offensive. Inefficient ei^loyees are costly; whites and

Negroes both realize this.

Many whites, however, attempt to justify their claim that the

Negro is inferior by pointing to instances of inefficient work performed

by Negroes. They fail ". • .to see that, whether by conscious intent or

by lack of motivation, it is an expression of hostility and primarily a

result of the low ceiling on opportunity idiioh they iii5)ose on the minority

_, n3group.

^Ralph and Carl Creger, op. cit., p. 26.

%in5>son and Tinger, op. cit., p. 244.

®Ibid.
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Simpson and Yinger take the position that irresponsible or awkward

work is a natural personality consequenop of being underpaid and o-rer-

worked*^ An indiYidual feels that he must perform the amoimt of work

equal to his pay; therefore, his work out-put becomes less wben the work¬

ing conditions are not to his liking and his salary is below standard.

In instances where the wcrker cannot afford to leave a job

entirely, due to family obligations, for instaiKje, he still may become

aggressive indirectly* "A Negro field hand or unskilled factory worker

or janitor may not dare to stop work entirely, but he can be careless

with the white man's time and goods

In rural areas whore the white farmers are heavily dependent

upon Negro labor, Dollard noticed a considerable amo\mt of retaliation

on the part of Negroes in the sense of a hi^ rate of mobili-ty. He says*

We must also consider the hi^ labor turnover
among plantation Negroes • • • • Moving away is a
form of retaliation that exasperates planters who
want an efficient but stationary labor force. It is
troublesome and expensive to have a constant shifting
of tenant families. But one of the few things made
absolutely secure to Negroes by emancipation was
freedom of geographic mobility, and this they use in
part to express their discontent with the conditions
under which they work.3

Dollard further states that the use of this type of aggression by Negroes

sometimes works against their interests and welfare. Ofentimes they are

not successful in finding another job; many times they vrould much prefer

hbid.

^Ibid.
3
John Dollard, op. oit., p. 302.
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to remain in the con^any of friends and relatives* Nevertheless« ”...

it evidently gives some satisfaction*Dollard writes*

Oftentimes just to go away is one of the most
aggressive things that another person cem do« and
if means of expressing discont^t are limited^ as
in this case, it is one of the few ways in iriaioh
pressure can he put on* The alarm of the whites
and the exultation of Negroes at the mass migrations
to the North are evidence of how effective this
pressure can be; it will continue to be so long
as the Negroes are needed for plantation labor,
but of course no longer*2

Even if it is true that this particular type of indirect aggres¬

sion will continue only as long as Negroes are needed for plantation

labor, it seems lihely that other forms of indirect aggression will con¬

tinue as long as "* * * any work situation in idxioh lack of confidence
g

in the eiq)loyers and lack of hope for advancement lead to low morale*"

Ralph and Carl Creger take the position that the Negro has a

ri^t to become lazy and inefficient. The job ceiling for Negroes is so

low and his salary is so small that "* • * cmyone would show a lack of
4

concern under these conditions*" In their opinion, the Negro’s ineffi¬

ciency is "* * * his way of showing hostility* He cannot attack his

powerful oppressors—not directly—but he can be, and often is, successful

in displacing * * * his hostility on to a substitute object—his employer's

time and money."5 This statement combines the two forms of indirect

^Ibid*

2lbid.

®Simpson and Yinger, op* cit*

^Iph and Carl Creger, op* Pit*

®Ibid #
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aggression under consideration. It also supports Dollard’s contention,

as well as the contention of Simpson and Yinger,^ that if Negroes were

paid higher wages by their employers, they would not be ten^ted to resort

to certain forms of aggression.

Dollard states that some Negro women encourage mixed sexual

relationships? this is an aggressiire way of retaliating against idiite

women who thixik they are superior and pay their maids and cooks meager

salaries. This gives the maids and cooks a chance to retaliate euxd to earn

extra remuneration.^ Another type of retaliation that these Negro servants

often resort to is leaving their jobs without warning. Dollard sayss

Hhite women frequently complain that their Negro
cooks and seirvants never have the coiurage to let them
know before they leave. They just disappear some day-
after a pay day. One housewife, a good natural psy¬
chologist, said that she always suspects that they
are about -to leave whenever they come arotind to
praise her or •'make over her" especially.®

Dollard belie-ves that -the Negro cooks and ser-vants are afraid to reveal

their intention in advance. In the case above, the acts of praise are

viewed as sin apology in ad-vance for what they intend to do or •'. . . the

Negro -woman views lea-ving as an aggressive act and fears to confess her

intention lest she be stopped,somehow or argued out of going.^ He says,

"By leaving an xmpleasant situation, she says, ’I may bo inferior and

ISimpson and Yinger, op. oit.

2john Dollard, op. oit.

^Ibid.

^Ibid
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you may have advantages over me, but at least you do not own i^y body.’"^
Since most non-sociologists tended to combine the two forms of

indirect aggression and it is difficult to separate them, we find it

necessary to consider more of their views under the next heading. We

shall also attempt to point out how the non-sociologists attempted to

combine the two forms.

Displaced Aggression*—Displaced aggression has reference to

the Negro's atten^t to cope with a prejudiced situation. Much of his

aggression, instead of being directed against the domixiant group, the

source of his frustration, is redirected against his fellows or other

substitute targets. The idea is sometimes referred to as the "frustration-

aggression hypothesis." This hypothesis has been particularly useful in

explaining the hostility and tensions ihat characterize the interaction

within a minority group. It should not be supposed that all of the

aggression within a minority group is the result of the redirection of

hostility: "Some of it is simply a product of the normal interaction

within the group, the prejudice of the majority, at most, is an indirect

factor*"2

Nevertheless, according to Simpsoo and Yinger, it does seem likely

that some of the violence and hostility found among Negroes toward other
2

Negroes can be explained by displaced aggression*

Being unable to attack what one believes is the true source of

difficulty because of its power, or not knowing the true source of one's

^Ibld.
O

Simpson and Yinger, op. oit., p* E48.

3Ibid.
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difficulties, one turns upon an easily accessible and relatively power¬

less fellow-group meniber. This, of course, does not solve his problem*

The displaced aggressor often develops guilt complexes because his hostility

usmlly does not have the sanction of society and he has not attacked the

real source of his difficulty} he has attacked an innocent said more

defenseless object or person*

Displaced aggression nay be directed to other minorities with

idiom one happens to be in contact* Simpson and Yinger conclude:

Kegroes are sometimes susceptible * * • to anti-
Semitism beyond their hostility to other idiites*
Mexicans in the United States often show a strong
anti-Negro feeling, partly in an effort to dissociate
themselves in their own minds and in the minds of the
dominant whites, from identification iriiAi Negroes partly
as a form of displaced aggression*!

The idea that displacement may be directed to other minorities

with whom one happens to be in contact was brougjht out by Harry S* Ash¬

more* In discussing the Negro-Puerto Rican relationship in Harlem, he

says:

The fact is that Puerto Ricans have little in
common with Negroes except the same problems of
poverty, housing, employment, and general discrimina¬
tion* Probably no more than 30 per cent of them are
dark-skinned enough to pass unnoticed in a Negro
community* In cultiu*e and tea^rament they are as
separate from the Negro community as they are from
the white*

Alidiough many of them live cheek by Jowl with
Negroes in the ghettos there is virtually no social
mixing~and there is often a great deal of tension*

^Ibid*, p* 249*
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Thei^ has been relati-ro quiet on this front lately,
b\rt some of the irorst of juvenile gang rumbles of a
few years ago involved Puerto Ricans versus Negroes.

Only the force of oirotnnstanoes has kept most
Neg;roes and Puerto Ricans physically together.^
William D. Workzaan disagrees with Simpson and Yinger -ndio state that

some tension within the minority group is the result of displacement.

Sisqpson and Yinger state that Negroes, instead of attacking whites, the

true source of their difficulty, often redirect their hostility to other

Negroes.^ Workman believes that "• • • there are inferior races and

superior races . • . Negroes constitute one of the inferior races.

Therefore, according to him, idien Negroes attack other Negroes, it can

only be viewed as another sign of their inferiority—an inferiority

partly ”. . .due to their low moral, educational, and economic attain¬

ment."^ What Simpson and Yinger view as displaced aggression. Workman

views as further evidence of the Negroes' inferiority.

James Baldwin takes the position that segregation and unequal

opportunities for Negroes have caused mauay Negroes to become embittered

and shiftless. In one case, Baldwin states tiiat maxay Negro youth become

problem-children in school. In his opinion they are fmstrated by pre¬

judice and discriMnation and seek to gain a release of their tensions

by directing them to their teachers. Teachers, too, are finistrated by

the beurriers erected by prejudice and disorimination and atte]i^t to

^Harry S. Ashmore, op. oit., p. 88.

*'Siiiq>son and Yinger, op. oit.

®William D. Workman, op. cit., p. 46

^Ibid., p. 29.
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release their pent-up emotions by blaming their students for their frustra¬

tion*

They (the teachers) are underpaid and ill treated
by the white world and rubbed raw by it every day; and
it is altogether understandable that they, very shortly,
cannot bear the si^t of their students. . • •

It is not to be wondered at, therefore, that the
violent distractions of puberty, occurring in such a
cage, sumually take their toll, sending female children
into the maternity wards and male children into the
streets. It is not to be wondered at that a boy, one
day, decides that if all this studying is going to
prepare him only to be a porter or an elevator boy—
or his teacher—well, "Uaen, the hell with it. And
there they go, with an overwhelming bitterness idiich
they will disse]iA>le all their lives, an Tnaoeasing
effort which ooa^letes their ruin. They become the
menial or the criminal or the shiftless, the Negroes
whom segregation has produced and whom the South uses
to prove that segregation is right*!
This statement by Baldwin shows or has inherent therein the two

forms of indirect aggression which we are considering. On the problem of

inefficiency among Negroes, this statement supports Simpson and Yinger in

their contention that—

Inefficient* lazy—and therefore costly—work
is a source of gzwat deal of con^laint from members
of the dominant group. They usually assume it to
bo proof of inferiority ... *2

Baldwin says that, due to the lack of opportunities for Negro youth, they

usually become disgusted with school and become shiftless. Segregation

produces this shiftlessness among Negroes and yet • the South uses

1James Baldwin, op. olt., pp. 106-107.

^Sia^son and Yinger, op. oit., p. 244.
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(this) to prove that segregation is right.Their conclusions are very

much similar on this point.

The idea of displacement is inherent in Baldwin's stateiaent

quoted above. Teachers, frustrated by poor conditions, ”. . . very short¬

ly, cannot bear the sight of their students."^ The teachers are redirect¬

ing their hostility onto their students. Students, on the other hand,

fnistrated by poor conditions and discrimination, redirect their hostility

onto ether students by engaging in "the violent distractions of puberty."®
This is displaced aggression.

Baldwin agrees with John Dollard vdio states that were the salaries

of Negroes hi^er, much of the frustration that they encounter would be
4

eliminated.

Martin Lather King, Jr., implies that if Negroes are able to

release -Uaeir tensions in a more direct manner, they will not be inclined

to resort to displaced aggression. King observes that since the Mont-

gomeiy boycott, there has been a marked decrease in Negroes fitting

among themselves. Negro hospitals in Montgomery, he says, have reported

less incidents of violence among Negroes* Since Sat^lrday nights are more

peaceful than they used to be, many of the hospital officials and nurses

are able to attend church on Sunday. He believes that the Negro is de¬

veloping self-respect and is willing to struggle and sacrifice until first-

^Baldwin, op. cit.

^Ibid.
®Ibid.
4
John Pollard, op. cit., p. 165.
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class citizenship becomes a reality. He implies that Negroes are willing

now to attack the true sources of their difficulty; they are willing to

attack in the peaceful* non-violent way.^
King's idea that Negroes are not inclined to resort to displaced

aggression when they are able to attack the true sotiroe of difficulty is

in agreonent with Siiiq>8on and linger and Robert Suldierlaiad. These

sociologists believe that the indirect method of aggression* displacement*

is only used because a more direct method would not be expendable at the

time* or that Negroes are physically unable to attack or do not recognize

the source of their conflict. Actually* displacenwnt is substitution.

When one attacks the true source of his frustration* his tensions are

2
released. There is no need to blame others for hardships. If Negroes

in Montgomery* for instance* were attacking the whites* true soiuroes of

tension* there was little or no need for them to engage in acts of

violence with other Negroes. They were satisfied.

James Baldwin^ and Siiq>son and Yinger^ state that many vhite em¬

ployers are learning that the hopes and aspirations of their workers are

essential to efficient production and are attempting to make peace with

their workers through the improvement of relationships with their employees*

raising salaries* and showing a genuine concern for their en5)loyees. This*

they believe* will eliminate much of the indirect aggression manifested

^Martin L. King* Jr.* op. cit.* p. 190.

2s©e Sin^son and linger* op. cit.* pp. 24S-244* and Robert Suther¬
land* op. pit.* p. 54.

"James Baldwin* op. cit.

Simpson and Yinger, op. cit.* pp. 244-246.
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by Negroes for their ■white employers.

Conclusions.—Sooiologists and non-sociologists agreed on the

following points!

(a) Inefficiency among Negroes is a form of aggression.

(Workman, ho'woTrer, ■was the only non-sociologist who

did not believe that this was true. He con'bends

that the Negro is shiftless, lazy, and inefficient

because he is inferior and is limited educationally,

economically, and morally.)

(b) Some of -the Negro's acts of violence can be acco\mted

for throu^ the application of the frustration-

aggression hypothesis. (A^in, Workman did not

believe that this was true. Workman, lAio shows a

definite -shite bias, says that the Negro is simply

showing another sign of his inferiority when he

a-ttacks members of his group.)

(o) Displacement may be directed to other minorities

■wi-th whom one happens to be in con-bact.

(d) Negroes who work under offensive conditions are

likely to become inefficient and careless on the

jobs. It is assumed -that once -these conditions

are alle-viated, much of the indirect aggression

manifested by Negroes for -their -ihite employers

-will be ellmina-bed or reduced.



CHAPTER V

SmSKSd AND CONCLUSIONS

This study was focused upon the selected irorks of non-sociologists

writing in the field of race relations. It attempted to answer the ques-

tion« *'Is there a similarity hetween the non-sooiologists' explicit and

implleit assumptions and statements concerning race relations and the

research findings and conclusions of sociologistsT” The li^othesis is

that non-sociologists, who lack extensive formal training in race rela¬

tions, will exhibit in their writings sophisticated and similar attitudes

and a8Suiiq>tions concerning many of the currently accepted theories in the

science of race relations and the conclusions drawn by reputable sociolo¬

gists. The writer compared the racial assvanptions of the non-sociologists

with the research findings and conclusions of sooiologists. The method

of content analysis was used to show the rank order and the number of

times each non-sociologist considered specific themes concerning race*

The Findings

The findings are presented under the various chapter headings in

this thesis* In Chapter II, we considered the topic, "Avoidance as a

Response to Prejudice and Discrimination*" This topic was divided into

two sub-headingst "Upper-Class Complacency" and "Comnunities CompoBed

Only of Minority-Group Members*"

80
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Upper-Class Conplaoenoy*—Sociologists and non-sociologists agreed

on the folloving points}

1. Uenibers of the Negro upper class are able to avoid some of the

prejudice and discrimination directed against their group by sealing them¬

selves off, as much as possible, from contact with lower-class members of

their group. The desire to avoid prejudice and discrimination often leads

these persons to move to suburban areas.

2. Members of this class often become con^lacent and apathetic

toward ”race problems." They usually lead well-ordered lives and see no

reason to endanger their security by becoming involved in the fi^t for

equality.

3. These upper-class Negroes often make efforts to persuade

other members of the minority to patronize only the business and pro-

fessioml people of -Uaeir race. This often develops into a "separate

economy" ideology.

Coammnities Composed Only of Minority Group Members.—Only two

non-sociologists considered residence in ghettos as an avoidance response

to prejudice and discrimination. Their assumptions are as follows:

1. Ashmore agrees with sociologists that ^ettos eu-e sometimes

viewed by some minority-group members as islands partly free from the

prejudices and discrimination of the dominant group.

2. Baldwin, disagreeing with Ashmore and sociologists, does not

believe that ghettos are viewed as islands partly free from prejudice

and discrimination. Using Harlem as his example, he states that children

and adults hate Harlem euxd other ghettos like it. Ghettos, in his opinion,

represent the vez*y existence of prejudice eind discrimination.
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3* Ashmore is in agreement with the Idieory of Miller and Park

which holds that old cultures are transplanted in new environments* He

pointed to several cultural traits of the South which had been trans¬

planted in Harlem*

4* These non-sociologists do agree with sociologists that indi¬

viduals working and residing in ^ettos are able to avoid many physical

contacts with domixiant-group members*

5* The non-sociologists and the sociologists agree that segre¬

gated communities have a decided tendency to split into factions*

Chapter III, "The Functions of Prejudice," is subdivided into

three partss the economic costs and gains of prejudice, the sexual gains

of prejudice, and the psychological costs and gains of prejudice*

Eoonomio Costs and Gains of Prejudice*—Sociologists and non-

sociologists agreed on the following points t

1* Middle- and upper-class whites are able to avoid the most

undesirable types of work* Since many of these persons employ Negroes

and pay them salaries below the minimum wage law, they are able to make

hi^er profits*

2* The same prejudice -that allowed memibers of the white middle-

and upper-classes to gain economically is often the reason for the poverty

of many lower-class iriiites*

3* Landlords lAio make staggering profits from renting sub¬

standard houses to Negroes are partly responsible for the depreciation of

bordering property* The city auad state are stricken with an economic

btirden caused by the total cost of slums. These areas are partly responsible
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for the poor health of many of the residents living therein. Slum

dwellers who are patients often have to be provided for throu^ city and

state funds*

4. Prejudice often prevents industries from using the best

possible manpower* This is a loss to these Industries*

5* Racial tension has caused masy Northern industries to sl^

away from the South*

6* Segregated schools not only cost the citizens more in terms of

duplicated expenditures* but also they usually provide inadequate educa¬

tion and less efficient services*

Sexual gains of Prejudice*—-Sociologists and non-sociologists

agreed on the following pointst

1* The white man* due to his superior position* has access to

the women of his group and to those of the Negro group*

2* Negro males and white females are somewhat restricted in

their choices*

3* Due to their having crossed the racial barriers and yet

believing that Negroes aire inferior* white males often encounter grave

feelings of guilt and frustration*

Psychological Gains aind Costs of Prejudice*—Sociologists and

non-sociologists agreed on the following pointss

1* Hhites* by creating the myth that they are to s(nae degree

special and ii^ortant* have been able to demand forms of deference from

Negroes*
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2* The belief that he is superior and that the Negro is inferior

has caused the Ydiite man to develop serious frustrations. This belief is

inconsistent with the ’'American Creed" which implies that all men are

equal. Belief in both has caused many -idxite men to be at odds with

themselves.

3. Due to the lack of communication between the races, there

have developed misconceptions concerning both races. It is considered a

psychological cost when the white man claims to know the Negro when, at

the same time, he is ignorant of the Negro and is not aware of it.

Chapter IV, "Indirect Aggression as a Response to Prejudice and

Discrimination," is concerned with two forms of indirect aggression--

"inefficiency among Negro workers" and "displaced aggression." Sociolo¬

gists and non-sociologists agreed on the following points t

1. Inefficiency among Negro worinrs is considered to be a form

of indirect aggression, an attempt to strike back against prejudice and

discrimination.

2. Negro workers idio are tmderpaid and overworked often became

shiftless, awkward, and irresponsible workers and waste their employers'

time and money. Inefficient workers are costly.

3. Some of the hostility within minority groups can be explained

in terms of displaced aggression. Individuals who cannot strike back at

the source of their frustration and tension often attack a substitute

target—usually a member of their own group.

4. Displaced aggression is often directed toward other minori¬

ties
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Conclusions

The hypothesis that non-sooiologists will ealiibit in their writings

sophisticated attitudes and assun^tions that are similar to maiiy of the

research findings and conclusions of sociologists was validated. Most of

the research findings and conclusions of sociologists were very much

similar to the assumptions and statements of non-sociologists.

Thus, assumptions and statements of the group of non-sociologists

under consideration show a similarity to the research findings and con¬

clusions of sociologists. It is quite possible that these non-sociologists

have kept abreast with, and are well informed in, the area of race relations

theory.

Men like James Baldwin and Harry Ashmore have records v4iioh show

that they have been writing in the area of race relations for some time.

The Cregers, of course, stated that their book was largely based on the

findings of reputable sociologists in the area of race relations. Others,

like M. L, King, Jr., James Peck, euid Mitchell and Peace, are not only

educated men, they are "freedom filters." With such a record of fighting

to destroy racial barriers, these men, no doubt, have made use of the

scientific research of sociologists in the area. Some of this research,

it seems, would be helpful to them in analyzing situations and would

sharpen their insist into the many race problems they have faced.

These men, it nuist be stressed, did not develop any new concepts

or novel research techniques. They merely attempted to interpret sitm-

tions as best they knew how. Their knowledge was laden with implications

for race relations theory.
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